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Abstract of Master’s Thesis of Academic Year 2022

Your Secret Spot: Designing an Experience-Dominant

Blind Box Service for Memorable Tourism Experiences

Category: Design

Summary

Travel enables individuals to temporarily leave their daily routines and visit a

desirable place for relaxation. A Memorable Tourism Experience (MTE) fulfills

psychological needs that cannot be satisfied in everyday life, thus contributing to

individuals’ well-being. To facilitate MTE, experience designers identified cultural

contact and co-creation experience as the approaches to engage tourists.

Adopting Service-Dominant Logic as a theoretical foundation, this research

designs a service that exchanges people’s place-related stories through a cultural

box, involving previous and prospective visitors to the place to co-create values.

Past visitors provide genuine experiences in their favorite places to the operator of

this service. Based on the story, the service operator curates the box contents and

sends them to receivers who want to know about a good place. Receivers of the box

develop MTEs by examining the box at home and generating memories on site.

Their post-travel experiences are shared with the provider, thereby completing

the service exchange.

Through multiple iterations in design and user tests, it is validated that the

provider’s stories contribute to the formation of the receiver’s MTEs, while the

receiver’s feedback generates new emotions for the provider. The resources of the

users were integrated into the service process. Participants who completed the user

experience reported the willingness to take a different role in the future, validating

the sustainability of the service. This research contributed to the enrichment

of people’s leisure time activity. It proposed an innovative experience-dominant

blind box design, which could be further utilized in fields other than the tourism

industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background

People have a variety of ways to spend their free time, one of which is to travel

in search of relaxing and entertaining spots in the city. During the excursion, the

city explorers take a break from their bustling everyday lives and have a pleasant

time. A good place could be a port in a nearby city, where the individuals can

converse with friends while enjoying ice cream. It may also be a coffee shop in

the explorer’s town, where he or she could read a book peacefully during the

afternoon. In this design, the destination where individuals encounter positive,

meaningful experiences is defined as a “Secret Spot”.

Such encounters contribute to the well-being of individuals. Early research in

tourism suggested that travel has an impressive nature, as it relieves people from

their daily routine and fulfills their psychological needs that cannot be met in

daily life, including demands for relaxation, socializing, personal development,

exploration, and hedonism, [1].

A positive and impressive tourist experience could not only satisfy the tourists

psychologically but also benefit the tourism operators. The highly competitive

tourist market places a high value on providing tourists with memorable tourism

experiences (MTEs) [2]. According to previous studies, MTEs greatly influence

people’s post-travel activities. They are positively correlated with people’s in-

tention to revisit, as the decision for a destination is largely based on previous

experiences [1]. MTEs also act as a motivation for recommending the destina-

tion [3].

However, not all tourism experiences are memorable. A scale measuring MTE

developed a decade ago indicates that it comprises seven domains: hedonism,

refreshment, local culture, meaningfulness, knowledge, involvement, and novelty

1



1. Introduction 1.1. Background

[4]. Later research emphasized that novelty, engagement, and social interaction

are psychological factors that favorably influence recollection of travel experiences

[5]. The multiple dimensions comprising MTE posed a challenging topic for user

experience designers.

As efforts in leveraging visitor engagement could contribute to the establish-

ment of MTEs [3], the designers are searching for ways to provide tourists with

innovative and engaging experiences. Involving tourists in co-creating the ex-

perience is the most direct method to engage them. By enabling travelers to

get more physically and emotionally involved, the operator may co-create an ex-

perience with the tourists [6]. Co-creation also arises between tourists as they

interact with one another on-site. The intense focus on other social actors and

the long and personal social interactions contribute to complex and multilayered

co-created perceived value [7]. Another strategy considered for visitor engagement

is building an environment for cultural tourism, which refers to the trip that the

appreciation of a place’s culture that plays a significant role [8]. The appreciation

activities include enjoying local cuisine, interacting with local people, and visiting

attractions representing the place’s history and heritage. Participating in cultural

activities could enhance the visitors’ sense of engagement, favoringly affecting the

formation of MTEs [3].

The story is an element to engage the tourists with the travel experience. Telling

a place’s story is crucial to place-based product development and promotion in cul-

tural tourism [8]. As stories are a basic and universal form of human communica-

tion and learning, they can facilitate mutual comprehension of the experience [9],

supporting individuals in understanding local cultures and establishing the image

that motivates a visit. Stories also contribute to the intention of revisiting in the

way of presenting the vivid MTEs. The story parts of authentic messages and

joyful emotion enhanced the individuals’ perceived recollection of the story and

their visit intent [10]. Storytelling is not limited to oral. With the support of

other media, such as printed photos, it could be used as a tool to retrieve the

MTEs [11]. Acting as the heart of tourist experiences, the role of stories shifted

from building knowledge of the experience to working as a framework for guiding

the design of tourist experience opportunities [12] [13].

However, it is a pity that the current definition of co-creation and cultural

2
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tourism has limitations. In today’s society of information overload, tourism op-

erators and tourists are not the only parties involved in co-creation, nor is the

interaction between tourists confined to the place. Nowadays, the travel experi-

ence starts when individuals begin their research for a vacation destination. There

are numerous sources of destination information, such as travel review websites

and mobile applications. The previous visitor’s review contributes to the im-

pression that a new visitor forms before going. This impression is known as the

destination image (DI), typically comprising three dimensions: cognitive, affec-

tive, and unique [14]. In the case of cultural tourism, current designs focus only

on the culture that refers to art and history, ignoring the meaning of everyday

lifestyles in culture. The limitation in the definitions of co-creation and culture

restricted the usage of the story. It is used only to present the previous MTEs or

the event-dominant cultural experiences, while it has the potential to deliver rich

values.

1.2. Proposing a new approach to enhance MTEs

Building on the Service-Dominant Logic (S-D Logic), this study seeks to design a

co-created experience based on service exchange. In S-D logic, actors are defined

as those who participate in economic and social exchanges. In order to accomplish

their goals, actors exchange their tangible and intangible resources with others.

The service exchange process is to co-create values by integrating the resources to

achieve the actors’ beneficiary [15].

Co-creation of MTE could benefit two actors. The first actor is the provider who

brings their previous MTEs as the resource. By telling the story of their previous

experiences, they exchange for the reinforcement of the pleasant memories and

the sense of satisfaction brought by sharing their lifestyle. The second actor is

the receiver who longs for a place to spend their leisure time. By integrating the

provider’s resource and transforming it into their own experiences, they establish

the destination’s image. The familiarity with the place is built indirectly before

the visit and serves as the motivation for a visit [16]. Receivers will then visit

the place to collect their own memories. The newly generated MTE enables the

receivers to take on the role of provider and sustainably benefit the other receivers.

3
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In addition, when receivers share their new experiences with the provider, the

provider gains insights about the place, thereby enhancing their connection with

the place.

This study creates a cultural blind box to deliver the MTE. The box includes

a letter, the location information, a photo of the secret spot, and several selected

goods. The components present the provider’s stories of their experiences in

the secret spots through various media, of which receivers could draw inference

at home and then visit the secret spot to create new experiences. The service

operator acts as an intermediary between the provider and receiver, curating and

distributing the box. The box content is kept secret until the receiver opens it.

Purchasing unknown items in a box is not novel. Thematic blind boxes or sur-

prise boxes are common retail marketing strategies. A traditional blind box first

appears in the beauty industry and then gradually spreads to the clothing, food,

and toy industries [17]. By curating the items in the box, merchants offer users

a degree of surprise in an effort to encourage repeat purchases. The traditional

blind boxes are goods-dominant, as the manufacturer determines the content, and

the user experience is short and ends as soon as the box is opened.

This study proposes an original experience-dominant blind box design that

centers on extending the user’s experience. The tangible box contents can not

only create a sense of surprise to the receivers as the traditional blind box, but

also give rise to new experiences in the secret spot. This design adheres to the

design thinking process. By creating prototypes and testing them, the researcher

is able to examine how users interact with the prototype and the values they

gain from the test. The analysis of each user test results in design refinement.

Interviews and surveys are the two most common data collection methods.

This paper will follow the time sequence to explain the design process and eval-

uation. Chapter two reviews the related works on four topics relevant to this

service’s value proposition: MTE, experience design approaches for tourist en-

gagement, destination image and surprise box economy. Identifying the research

gap develops the questions to be answered in the following design process. Chap-

ter three introduced how this design went through five stages, from scratch to the

final version. The design process started with ethnography, extracting the mental

models of people who spend their leisure time in public places, from which the re-

4
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searcher generated the design idea of sharing people’s experiences in their favorite

places. The preliminary stage tested the feasibility of exchanging the secret spot

with others through a box and developed design criteria. The updated prototype

test validated the indirect exchange’s value and identified randomness-related neg-

ative experiences. Therefore, in the refined prototype stage, researchers designed

a pairing algorithm to provide positive experiences. At the end of chapter three,

the final design is proposed by explaining the artifact and user experience design

and the value proposition. Chapter four validated the value offering through two

phases. Phase 1 collected 103 people’s opinions on the final artifact design and

its value offering. Phase 2 tested the entire user experience, gaining insights from

the user’s perspective into how this service design builds MTE and destination

images and how the indirect exchange co-created the experience for both sides.

At last, chapter 5 provides an overview of this study, identifies limitations, and

suggests possible future research directions.

5



Chapter 2

Related Works

This chapter examines four relevant topics to this design. It begins by examining

the relationship between MTE and well-being and the factors that have a decisive

effect on MTE. Experience designers engage the user in their travel experiences

to enhance MTE. Thus, the second section reviews previous looks into two design

approaches that improve engaging experiences: providing cultural contact and a

co-creation experience. It is also essential that users have a good impression of the

location in order to create positive memories. The establishment of the destination

image is reviewed in the third section. Finally, the researcher examined studies

on the blind box and surprise box services, as the blind box is the tool to provide

the experience in this design.

2.1. Memorable Tourism Experience

2.1.1 MTE and well-being

As experience becomes a hot topic in marketing, the tourism field, regarded as

the marketplace for experience, has an urgent need to identify the factors of a

memorable experience to improve the understanding and designing of such expe-

riences [18].

Memorable Tourism Experience is defined as a “tourism experience remem-

bered and recalled after the event has occurred” [4]. Scholars studied MTE to

understand traveler behavior by evaluating whether it is an essential factor influ-

encing the tourists’ motivation to revisit the place [19] [20] [21]. These researches

contribute to leveraging the attractiveness of the destination for management pur-

poses.

As for individuals, MTEs have a positive correlation with their well-being. Vada
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et al. suggested that an MTE significantly influences place attachment and well-

being, and both hedonic well-being and eudaimonic well-being work as a mediator

between MTE and place attachment [22]. Place attachment is people’s affective

bond with specific places where they choose to stay and feel comfortable and

secure [23]. In the previous studies, researchers considered place attachment as a

cause of well-being [24]. Vada’s study adds perspective to the relationship between

the three concepts closely related to people’s personal memories, experiences and

emotions.

2.1.2 MTE formation

In earlier studies, the objective of understanding the formation of MTE was to

identify the factors influencing consumer decisions. Chandralal et al. conducted

a qualitative analysis of travel blogs from online communities, which provide rich

information and insights into people’s memorable experiences. Seven themes were

generalized; six arose from the cognitive domain, and one arose from an affective

domain. Cognitive themes include authentic local experiences, personally sig-

nificant experiences, shared experiences, perceived novelty, perceived serendipity,

and professional guides and tour operators [25]. The classification emphasized the

events or activities influenced the formation of MTE.

Similarly, Kim’s studies set the framework for MTE formation over the years

by summarizing the factors from multiple dimensions. In 2010, he stated that

the correlation between the experiential factors and traveler’s behavior of recall-

ing the previous experience and retrieving information remains unclear. He pro-

posed seven experiential factors (hedonism, involvement, novelty, meaningfulness,

refreshment, local culture, and knowledge) as the determinants of MTE, and rec-

ollection and vividness are considered to define whether an experience is qualified

as an MTE [1]. Kim developed items that measure nine latent variables. The

measurement scale was further validated and explained in his later study [4]. In-

volvement, refreshment, and local culture were found to have an influence on one’s

MTE formation. Later on, Kim’s study in 2014 classified the influencing factors of

MTE into two categories: tourists’ psychological factors and tourism destination

facilities or services. He identified ten destination attributes that influenced MTE

(local culture, the variety of activities, hospitality, infrastructure, environment

7
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management, accessibility, the quality of service, physiography, place attachment,

and superstructure), factors [2].

Adopting Kim’s categorization, Wei et al. noticed a limitation in the study of

the psychological factors of MTE. The authors chose a sample of urban residents

who visited multiple locations for their study, rather than a specific location,

to objectively reflect the complex factors that influence MTE while avoiding a

one-sided destination [5]. Their findings show that novelty, involvement, and

social interaction strongly impact remembering MTE for a long time. However,

serendipity and meaningfulness do not influence MTE.

Their finding was inconsistent with previous research, which indicates that

serendipity and meaningfulness are influencing factors to MTE [25] [19]. The

inconsistency may be because their subject, Chinese travelers, tend to plan their

entire journeys meticulously [5]. The disparity caused by cultural context demon-

strates the significance of individual-related psychological factors, as opposed to

location-related psychological factors, in forming MTE. Gradually, incorporating

personal affective factors into designs intended to elicit MTE is a topic of interest

to numerous other researchers.

Researchers examined individuals’ emotions in MTEs. Knobloch et al. stated

that the feeling of those who participated in the same activity varied. Emotions

and personal meanings vary, despite the shared factors that make the experience

memorable [18]. There is a correlation between emotion and eudaimonic well-

being, demonstrating that the tourists’ life experiences substantially impact their

pre-and post-tourism experiences. The emotions involved in the tourism experi-

ence are too complex to assume that tourists only seek a positive mood. Thereby

it is impossible to predict the effects of the experience. MTE and whether tourists

achieved hedonic or eudaimonic outcomes should be determined by the individuals

instead of the tourism service providers

Volo provided a similar insight that tourists’ emotions should not be squeezed

into a set of predefined categories in tourism design and proposed that the breadth

and depth of emotions should have opportunities to be extended and modulated.

It is necessary to design encounters that form and interpret the tourism experience

and the related emotions before and after the trip [26].

Studies have shown that the formation of an MTE is related to both an indi-
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vidual’s emotions and their level of cognition. With this correlation, it has been

determined that the design of a travel experience can no longer be a decision made

solely by the service provider; rather, it should involve the participation of the

traveler throughout the entire journey.

2.2. Approaches in design for tourist engagement

The increasing demand for more participatory and interactive experiences has

drawn the researcher’s attention to the application of engaging experiences and

co-creation experiences in tourist design. Previous research stated that involving

the tourists create meaningful personal narratives [27].

2.2.1 Cultural contact and visitor engagement

Researchers have realized that it is necessary to engage the visitors physically

and emotionally with the destinations [28]. They drew on agreement about the

interrelation between cultural contact, engagement, and MTE. Cultural contact

through the consumption of local cuisine positively influences tourists’ MTEs and

mediates the relationship between visitor engagement and MTEs [19]. Similarly,

culinary experiences were confirmed to have an influence on the destination image,

which is the impression of the destination that will be reviewed in the next section

[29]. Efforts in leveraging visitor engagement could contribute to the formation of

MTEs [3]. Therefore, tourist designers attempted to increase the chances of being

exposed to culturally relevant activities.

However, the researcher’s definition of cultural contact varies in design for cul-

tural contact. As culture is such a broad concept, researchers have examined

cultural encounters in travel from various angles. According to Tsai, local cui-

sine consumption has been identified as a cultural touchpoint that evokes memo-

ries [19]. In Kim’s scale, the variables of cultural contact focus on the impressions

of local people [4]. On the other hand, Smith defines cultural contact from the

perspective of a sense of place, pointing out that the place has sophisticated and

complex nature in terms of its strong link to culture. Through visiting cultural

sites, art places, and town landscapes, building contact with the authentic culture

distinguishes the place from others [8].

9
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According to the review, from the perspective of cultural contact, there are

untapped design opportunities in the current design. The current cultural contact

is restricted to cultural events, cultural sites, and limited contact with locals.

Developing a deepen contact with the local culture in terms of the lifestyle is a

topic worthy of investigation.

2.2.2 Co-creation experience

Focusing on the trend of engaging experience, Campos et al. conceptualize co-

creation in the field of tourism, concluding the dimensions of previous research

through a bibliographic study covering four research areas, including tourism expe-

rience design. They propose a definition of on-site co-creation experience, which is

the sum of the psychological experiences that a tourist goes through while actively

participating in activities and interacting with other subjects in the experience

environment through physical or mental participation. With the external factors

acting on the on-site experience, it leads to a memorable experience [6].

The co-creation experience is a concept that departs from the traditional view

of the travel service provider as the only creator of the experience by recognizing

both the travel service provider and the tourists as co-creators of the experience.

The concept is in line with the S-D Logic proposed by Lusch and Vargo in 2004. In

S-D Logic, actors engaged in the service process are co-creators of the value [15].

Researchers frequently adopt S-D Logic in co-creating experiences [30] [31] [32].

Utilizing S-D Logic as the theoretical background, Mathis et al. conducted

research that looked deeper into the impact that co-creation experience has on

the service provider. They identified that tourists bring their time, effort, money,

and other resources to co-create the trip [28], exchanging the perception of their

experience and the service that better fits their needs. In return, the co-creation

experience contributes to the service provider’s satisfaction. On the other hand,

Dekhili and Hallem looked into the co-creation experience’s influence on tourists.

They found it positively impacts the tourist’s subjective well-being, with empow-

erment as the mediator [33].

Although there has been a growing awareness of travel as a co-creation experi-

ence, existing research still has limitations. First, travel experiences can encom-

pass pre-travel, on-site, and post-travel activities. The current focus is restricted
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to on-site interactions; less attention is paid to the pre-travel experience compared

to users’ on-site and post-travel behavior. Second, co-creation design needs to ex-

tend the scope of interactions between visitors. As co-creation of experiences may

be a non-linear process — those visitors who have an emotional connection to the

place may recommend it to others, and interactions arising between visitors who

are not on-site at the same time may also co-create experiences.

2.3. Destination Image

The tourists’ experience of the place could also be examined in the study of the

destination image. It is a tourist’s overall impression of a particular place that is

composed of three dimensions — cognition image, affective image, and unique im-

age [14] [34]. The cognitive dimension summarizes the impression and knowledge

about the destination’s physical attributes [16], it consists of the natural attrac-

tions, cultural attractions, tourism infrastructure, and general infrastructure [21].

The affective image is related to the emotions and feelings that a person holds

about a place [35], and it incorporates the positive, negative, and neutral emo-

tions [36]. The unique image is the features, events, or auras that differentiate

this destination from other places [37].

2.3.1 A pre-visit perception

In earlier studies, the destination image was considered to be a post-visit im-

pression [38]. Therefore, the discussion around the impact of destination image

overlaps highly with the discussion of the role of MTE. Similar to MTE, it is

considered to be the factor that influences travelers’ decisions when choosing des-

tinations, deciding on revisits, and recommending them to others [39] [14]. The

points of view were divided among the limited studies that discussed the corre-

lation between destination image and MTE. Some scholars believe that MTE is

the basis for the establishment of the destination image [10]. In contrast, others

argue that the destination image contributes to the formation of MTEs [33], with

findings showing that MTEs act as the mediator between destination image and

the motivation for a revisit [20].
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However, with the rise of co-creation experiences, travelers participating in pre-

trip planning have more opportunities to shape the destination’s image. Famil-

iarity was identified as one of the most critical factors in forming the destination

image because it enables consumers to predict potential outcomes, thereby reduc-

ing the level of uncertainty or risk [16]. Kim et al. suggest that in-direct familiarity

forms visitors’ destination image and leads to the intention to visit [16]. Their

findings indicate that familiarity with the location can be established prior to the

actual visit.

Based on this finding, researchers developed methods that could build visitors’

sense of familiarity with the destination before the trip, thereby building their

positive destination image and engaging them with the place.

2.3.2 Story as a tool to form destination image

Storytelling is a tool frequently used in destination marketing to engage tourists.

Stories play an important role because they are a universal and fundamental struc-

ture in interpersonal communication and shared perceptions [9]. It could evoke

imagination, record people’s experiences, and create empathy between people.

Researchers examine the role of storytelling in tourism. Good cultural stories

can help visitors visualize their perception of a location, distinguish it from other

destinations, and establish a connection with it. It facilitates cultural tourism that

has a lasting effect on both the visitor and the destination [8]. Kim et al. added

to this viewpoint that authentic cues and positive affective elements increased the

perceived memory and intention to visit among listeners [10].

The function of storytelling in travel is not limited to generating interest in

a destination. Different types of narratives may be used throughout the entire

tourism experience. Moscardo argues that storytelling can be employed on two

levels of travel experience design: the design of specific destination experiences

and the design of experiences that consider travel as a whole process [12]. Her

later work revealed that depending on the traveler’s experience stage, the stories

could be divided into pre-experience stories, emerging experience stories, and post-

experience stories. For each stage, stories have different core elements, including

the tourist’s life story, destination storyworld, and tourism provider’s storyworlds

[40].
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Smith and Moscardo concurred that it is essential to investigate the anecdotes

of visitors who have visited specific locations and to delve deeply into the anec-

dotes of locals. Therefore, assisting a previous visitor in telling the story becomes

a challenge. Little research had been conducted on post-experience storytelling of

the memorable and meaningful on-site experience. To fill this gap, Wan explored

how oral narrative and visual narrative differ in the effect of storytelling for a

memorable, meaningful experience. They first compared the oral and visual nar-

ration and then used a tangible travel journal as a prop, requiring the participants

to create a paper-based journal based on the digital images they shared online as

materials. As a result, the oral narration was more comprehensive, whereas the

visual narration focused on the story’s highlights and turning points [41]. The

combination of multiple channels provides more comprehensive coverage of the

key factors in storytelling [11]. Their research also applies to post-experience

storytelling in Moscardo’s framework.

2.4. Surprise Box Economy

In search of additional tools to support the traveler’s narrative, we investigated

the merchandise industry. The concept of the blind box is well-suited as a tool

for experience delivery.

The blind box economy has become a boom since the year 2019. Originated

in the Japanese gashapon culture in the 1980s1, the blind boxes nowadays have

attracted small grocery stores to luxury brands to provide consumers with un-

known products at a fixed price. The blind box iteration is extremely rapid, and

the manufacturer continually designs and produces new collections to attract re-

peat customers. Often, blind boxes are designed by themes. The consumer knows

they can get one good from the collection but does not know which one exactly

they can get.

Targeting people with relatively high incomes and the Z-Generation, the blind

boxes do big business with a handful-sized box. A report issued by MobTech, a

1 Chi. 2021. “Why China’s Blind Box Economy Is A Good Bet For Brands”. The

Drum. https://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2021/10/20/why-china-s-blind-box-economy-

good-bet-brands.
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data intelligence technology platform, suggests that by 2024, blind box culture

could be worth more than 3 billion yuan (about $4.59 billion) in China, where

it is most popular2. The data revealed that although this form of consumption

has been prevalent, it attracted limited interest in academic research. Research

interpreted the consumer psychology when purchasing the blind box. It brings

customers instant gratification and a sense of thrill, which urges repeated purchase

[42]. Pursuing newer items with various designs in this fast-paced era brings

instant gratification. However, consumers’ repeated consumption behavior shows

that the satisfaction brought by the box is short-lived and unsustainable.

2.4.1 Subscription-based surprise box

While the blind box iterates itself by the renewal of the design, there is a service

in a similar format that curates the box contents, providing consumers with more

experience. The subscription-based e-commerce, which has been popular in the

broader market since a decade ago, provides opportunities for experiential con-

sumption. The consumers of subscription boxes receive one or more products on a

particular subject at a predetermined pace and price [17]. This retail strategy has

expanded the target from fashion and cosmetics to various kinds of online sales

areas. Depending on the research perspective, this business model has various

definitions such as a subscription-based online service (SOS) [43], a subscription

box [44] [45], curated subscription commerce [46] and surprise box [47].

In contrast to blind boxes, which typically contain a single item, surprise boxes

organize multiple products based on a theme. The service provider curates the

products to meet the users’ expectations. Although surprises are not usually used

as a mechanism in retailing, when purchasing a curated surprise box, customers

have already established expectations for positive and negative surprises. The box

controls the surprise from two dimensions: one is whether the user can personalize

it to make the box fit their taste, and the other is who decides the content of the

box [46]). Either way, curation acts as a filter to wipe off the noise and brings

quality and clarity to the user, saving them from feeling overwhelmed in the ocean

2 China Daily Hongkong. 2020. “Business Of Surprise: China’s Emerging Blind Box Econ-

omy”. Chinadailyhk. https://www.chinadailyhk.com/article/153361.
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of data, [48].

Providing goods that meet the consumer’s needs could be an approach to en-

hancing the users’ assessment of the product and services, which was defined as

the perceived value in the experience design [49]. Users feel valued from both

practical and psychological perspectives when consuming the products. They

have positive feedback on the high-quality boxes and the items that fit their aes-

thetics [17]. The result of the research, together with Tao’s findings [50], is in

accordance with the four dimensions of perceived value proposed by Sweeney and

Soutar [49]. The four dimensions, including “emotional value, social value (en-

hancement of social self-concept), functional value (price/value for money), and

functional value (performance/quality)” [49] are frequently examined in the sub-

sequent research. Analysis of the consumer’s review shows that consumers are

motivated not only by the functional, tangible, and intangible products but also

by the positive and negative emotions that the service generates [47]. Studies also

looked unidimensionally to validate the value the surprise box brings to the user.

For example, quality is the most influential functional factor in consumers’ favor

of the subscription service [44].

2.4.2 Goods-dominant surprise boxes

Whereas previous research has highly focused on the fashion or cosmetics area [51],

the variety of surprise boxes has expanded significantly in the decade of rapid

development of the business model. Lifestyle-related or culturally relevant surprise

boxes have emerged. However, for both blind boxes and the subscription surprise

boxes, due to the fact that the service providers are the retailers or manufacturers,

the primary purpose of the service is to promote the goods and increase the user’s

loyalty to the brand. With the different themes, the core of the boxes is the goods

inside.

When attempting to develop a new service, Goods-Dominant Logic typically

views innovation as the output and the company as the primary actor [52]). In G-

D logic, the production and exchange of goods are viewed as the most important

aspect of economic activities [15]. The current blind box and surprise box services

are primarily dominated by goods, with manufacturers determining and updating

the contents.
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A few studies have identified the potential value that surprise boxes could offer

users by providing more than just the goods but also by triggering experiences.

For instance, when a user subscribes to a meal-kit delivery service, the partic-

ipation required in cooking increases the perceived value [53]. The actors and

artifacts involved in the service are promising factors that may positively impact

the service’s innovation. It requires a mind shift in designing surprise boxes to

adopt S-D logic instead of G-D logic.

2.4.3 Memento of the experience

One possible approach in adopting S-D Logic is to design the surprise box as a

memento of life experiences. According to Petrelli et al., artifacts are mementos of

life, which are kept as a reminder of an individual’s person, place, or event by an

individual. Both digital and physical items can serve as mementos. A photograph

is a typical example of a digital memento, whereas a physical memento is an

object that the owner has invested with emotion. It does not necessarily depict

important events or have an arresting appearance [54]. The irreplaceability of the

artifact strengthened the emotional bonding between people and the artifact.

Mementos are the cues of memories of certain aspects of everyday life, which are

valued because people desire storytelling or reflect identity and personality [55].

The reflection of meaningful autobiographical memories arouses the emotion of

nostalgia, a common and important emotion that facilitates the maintenance of

psychological well-being across the adult lifespan [56]. In tourism, design ap-

proaches note that the visitor’s experience at a certain destination is unique to

that individual. A personalized souvenir created through a collage of the selfies

and photos taken by the visitor concludes and comprises a memorable tourism

experience [57]. Therefore, by delivering the memento of one’s memorable tourist

experience to others, the items inside the box could act as the artifact to trigger

a visitor’s perception of the place.

Therefore, by delivering the memento of one’s memorable tourist experience

to others, the items inside the box could act as the artifact to trigger a visitor’s

perception of the place.
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2.5. Research Contribution

It is evident from the review that designing an engaging tourist experience could

positively influence the memorable tourism experience, thereby contributing to

the well-being of individuals. Approaches in experience design have touched upon

fostering cultural contact and proposing opportunities for tourists’ participation

in co-creating their travel experience.

However, there are research gaps in the current design methods. Researchers

in the field of cultural tourism have adopted definitions that are limited to events

or activities, and the co-creation experience is confined to the site itself. Cur-

rent research seems to indicate that the ordinary side of culture, the everyday

experience, becomes too mundane to be discussed in the context of a travel story.

How ordinary life stories can influence the tourism experience is a topic worthy of

in-depth investigation. Moreover, the relationship between the destination image

and MTE needs to be explored. As the co-creation of the experience is designed to

take the formation of the destination image one step forward, the impression es-

tablished prior to the visit, particularly the affective dimension, has the potential

to impact the MTE positively.

To fill the gap, this research proposes a design that deepens and widens tourists’

contact with local culture to provide an engaging experience. This design will

adopt the UNESCO definition of creative tourism, which is to “provide a con-

nection with those who reside in a place and create this living culture” [58] [59],

in order to expand the interaction between tourists from on-site to pre-visit and

post-visit in the design of tourists’ experiences.

Building on the theoretical background of S-D Logic, this research aims to

examine whether the experience could be co-created between the visitors without

the on-site interaction. The design expands the range of the actors involved in the

co-creative experience by bridging the gap between previous visitors to the place

and the new visitor through the shared cultural stories about the experience. The

researcher also explores whether daily life stories could establish the destination

image, thus having a positive impact on people’s memorable experiences. Utilizing

blind boxes as the media to deliver the story, this design aims to contribute to

the innovation of surprise box services.
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Chapter 3

Design

The literature review demonstrates the need for an inclusive approach to reviewing

an individual’s MTE and producing new impressive experiences. It contributes

to their emotional well-being. This service proposes an experience exchange via a

blind box in order to accomplish the goal. It is based on the S-D logic mindset,

which integrates actors’ resources. Former and future visitors can co-create expe-

riences through this service’s exchange that involves multiple parties. Traditional

blind boxes innovate through the changes in the goods design, as manufacturers

or retailers and the consumers are the only counterparties who exchange their

resources, which are goods and currency, in this service process. In this service,

MTE related to places becomes the subject of the blind box. The renewal of the

experience replaces the renewal of the goods, incorporating new resources in a sus-

tainable manner for the development of the blind box. This chapter explains the

service concept and describes in detail how the researcher developed the design.

3.1. Design Concept

3.1.1 Define a secret spot

City residents choose their destinations when planning how to spend their leisure

time. Some people do not hesitate in thinking and can come up with a suit-

able destination for relaxation or their own amusement. For example, university

student Wendy spent a relaxing afternoon having an enjoyable picnic with her

friends in a park in the city center. This park was an optimal choice for a picnic

because she and her friends had easy access to it, it has pleasant scenery, and

there happened to be a large lawn perfect for picnics. Wendy and her friends took
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many pictures and had a lovely conversation. Her experience at the place was

so excellent that the next time she happens to have a half-day free on a sunny

Saturday and wants to have a picnic with her family, this park is likely to be

her first choice. The destination choice could base on a positive and impressive

experience in the place in the past, which was defined as a MTE. Studies have

shown that MTE has a positive effect on people’s intention to revisit and that

MTE also influences a place’s Word of Mouth [3], meaning that the visitors will

actively recommend locations to others.

In this design, the place where people create their own enjoyable experiences

during leisure time is a “secret spot.” Not only a stunning location that one

seldomly visits can be a secret spot, but also a place near one’s resident community

that one keeps visiting as a part of daily routine counts. The potential choice of

a secret spot could be a place people prefer to remain and feel comfortable and

safe, which is the place people have an emotional attachment [23]. An example

is a gentleman who enjoys coming to the same park at the same time every day

during the ethnography the researcher conducted in April 2021. The male in his

60s spends his whole afternoon sitting at the same place near the Shinobazu-ike

Pond (Tokyo), accompanied by his bike, a footstool, and a guitar. He occasionally

picks up the guitar and plays it for self-amusement, seemingly not caring about

the other’s attention. As a regular visitor to this park, his relaxed status reflects

a positive mood. This mood can be a factor when people build up an attachment

to the place.

As explained by the examples, the criteria for choosing a secret spot to enjoy

leisure time is personal. People involved in the same activity will have differ-

ent emotions about a location [18]. In the park where the researcher conducted

ethnography, some people spent their lunchtime enjoying the scenery while din-

ing. Even if the aim of these people is similar, that is, to eat in an open-air place,

different people will choose to sit in various places in the park, which brings them

diverse views. The diversity in the experience makes an individual’s stories im-

portant as a factor in forming a secret spot, as they are unique.
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3.1.2 Build up the impression through a cultural box

Scholar’s research on tourism revealed that MTEs could act as the stimuli for

recommendations. Sharing the stories at the secret spot reinforces the visitor’s

MTEs. This service designs a tangible box that includes a story and items as a

medium to share the experience at the secret spot.

Previous visitors to a place are the content providers. They are encouraged

to share their experiences related to a secret spot with the service operator (the

researchers). Experience stories may include how they discovered the place, what

they like about the place, the atmosphere, and what activities people can do in the

place. As part of the storytelling, the provider needs to include a photograph. In

addition, they can recommend several items that relate to this experience. Based

on that, the service operator curates the contents, creates a cultural box, and

sends them to a receiver. The story and the photo are made into cards, and the

story-related items are placed in the box.

As stories and objects are incorporated, the cultural box supports the provider

and the receiver to build up the impression of the place from two dimensions,

the external perception and the internal emotional feelings. The combination of

stories and items enriches the perspective of storytelling. The relatively objective

items such as the photos and location information build the general impression of

the place, while stories and objects foster the imagination of the experience and

establish an emotional connection with the place. In tourism research, cognitive

image (evaluation) and affective image (feelings) are considered the elements that

form the destination image [14], which leverages the motivation to visit.

In addition, the tangible cultural box expands the scope of the co-creation

experience. The box visualizes the experience and makes the experience physically

transportable. Although there is no physical interaction between the provider and

the receiver, they are connected through the medium — the box. The delivery of

the tangible box breaks through the limits of space and engages more actors in

the co-creation experience. By delivering the box, the MTEs of previous visitors

become fodder for future visitors to build their impressions of the destination, and

thus previous visitors participate in creating the prospective visitor’s experiences.
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3.1.3 Define the actors

Three actors are involved in this service to accomplish the indirect service ex-

change. The actor who shares the experience about the secret spot is called a

provider, and the actor who curates the provider’s experience into a box is the

service operator, who is also responsible for sending the box to the other actor, the

receiver. This section will elaborate on the target actors of this service according

to their various motivations.

Content provider

Providers of experience are people who feel attached to a secret spot. They may

be regular visitors to a location or people who had MTEs at that place. Previous

research suggested that people who have a positive impression of a place tend to

share it with others. An example of this behavior is the sharing of travelogues on

travel websites. Providers gain satisfaction by sharing their lifestyle with others

and discovering niche places worth going.

Receivers

People who would like to entertain themselves by finding a favorable place are the

potential receivers of this service. The receivers could be diverse based on their

motivations for using this service. For example, busy workers want to know about

a place through the box to relax during the day off; people who just moved to a

neighborhood want to have a deep insight into the surrounding areas by receiving a

secret spot nearby; or those who would like to know the daily lifestyle of a specific

travel destination through the box, just like reading travelogues on the website.

Whatever their purpose, the receivers are expected to generate knowledge and

create their own experience related to the secret spot through the service.

Service operator

A service operator supports the experience exchange between the provider and the

receiver as a medium. Depending on the context, various institutions could be

the potential subject who runs the service. Currently, the research team operates

the service to study the value this service can propose. In the future, possible
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service operators could include tourism or regional economic revitalization-related

organizations. They could curate the box’s content to promote the region to people

unfamiliar with the area and attract visitors. Another possible service operator

is the community manager, such as a school or interest group. By exchanging

boxes related to the community, the community members could deepen their

understanding of each other.

Overall, this service aims to build bridges between actors who want to share

their experience of the secret spot and those who would like to know about a secret

spot. Through the exchange of experiences, the provider’s experience supports the

receiver in creating new memories related to a place.

3.1.4 Co-create memorable experiences through visit

When handed to the receiver, the cultural box is a blind box that will not reveal

its contents until it is opened. However, the receiver gains more than a sense

of surprise through this service. In the traditional consumption process, the ex-

change between consumer and producer ends after exchanging money and goods.

However, for the receivers of this service, opening the box is the beginning of the

exchange because the box serves as an opportunity to stimulate new experiences,

just like a ticket, providing the receivers with the options to find their own secret

spot.

If the receiver is interested in the secret spot in the box, a visit to the place leads

them to their own memorable experience. By immersing themselves in the local

atmosphere, the indirect cognition of the place learned from the box turns into

a direct experience. The receiver has the initiative to decide how to explore the

place. They can go alone or with others; do something to entertain themselves

or participate in activities to interact with local regulars; follow the provider’s

recommendations, or regard the visit as a whole new adventure. As mentioned

earlier, people perceive a place differently even when attending the same event.

Although the receiver learns the previous person’s story through the box before a

visit, his own experience at the place is an entirely new story, which could form

his exclusive MTE. When the receiver returns home from the secret spot, the new

experience attaches meaning to the box and turns it into a memento of the new

experience.
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In this way, the formation of the new MTE fosters new stories and new secret

spots. They are the resource that enables the service to continually renew itself

and achieve sustainable growth.

3.1.5 Service process and service exchange

Your Secret Spot involves both the content provider and the box receiver in co-

creating experiences. The service flow is shown in figure 3.1 and is explained as

follows:

1. The content provider shares their secret spot and their experience with the

service operator.

2. The service operator curates the content of the box.

3. The service operator sends the box to the receivers, who are looking for new

experiences at a secret spot.

4. The receiver creates his own experience.

5. The receiver shares the experiences with the service operator.

6. The service operator selects and sends the review to the provider.

7. (Potential) The role of the receiver and the provider could exchange.

Through this process, the counterparties exchange their resources. The content

provider swaps their stories related to secret spots for feedback from others, which

reinforces the old memories; the box receiver exchanges currencies with another

person’s stories, which fosters memorable experiences. The service is exchanged

indirectly with the support of the service operator, who protects the two sides’

privacy and controls the box’s quality. They organize and manage the resources

to run the service flow sustainably.

Once the contents of a box have been curated, they can be reproduced multiple

times, thereby contributing to the service’s sustainability. One secret spot can

be produced into multiple boxes and sent to various receivers. In contrast to a

one-to-one exchange, the receiver is guaranteed to get a box even if the number
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of providers and receivers is unequal. In order to provide the users with a sense of

surprise, the receivers will not get the same secret spot if they are repeated users

of the service.

Figure 3.1 Service flow

3.2. Design Process

The design follows a design thinking approach, extracting people’s mental models

from ethnographic surveys and exploring whether the service can achieve the

user’s goals by creating prototypes and testing. The researcher uncovered critical

appropriations and breakdowns of each prototype, gaining insight into value in

context from the test, and modified it to create the next version of the prototype.

This process ran for three rounds to achieve the final design. The research started

with an initial idea in April 2021 and continued until June 2022. Table 3.2 briefly

concludes the design iteration, and the next section describes the process in detail.
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Figure 3.2 Design process
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3.3. Ethnography and Low-Resolution Prototype

3.3.1 Extract mental models from ethnography

The researcher conducted the ethnographic observation from April 3rd to April

6th in 2021 at Shinobazu-ike Pond, Tokyo. Ethnography aims to identify the

actions of the relaxing visitors in a public space and extract their mental models.

Located on the side of Ueno Park, Shinobazu-ike Pond is a place people visit

for leisure. The pond is home to many wild birds. A walking path surrounds

the pond with cherry blossom trees. The environment attracts people strolling

or sitting and chatting along the pond. The researcher went to the lake at the

same time every day for three days. Each time observed the visitors for about

half an hour, writing detailed notes on their actions. The researcher extracted

mental models common to people who spend their leisure time in the part from

the notes.

Two common mental models are identified depending on how long people stay

at a specific spot. The mental model of the short-stay visitor is “see a nice scenery

and record it”. When they encounter an ideal view, they use mobile phones to

take pictures, while those who have accompanies verbally say that they think it is

beautiful. Short-stay visitors’ primary purpose is to walk or move on to the next

destination, and the view is an unexpected discovery in the process. On the other

hand, the mental model for long-stay visitors is “have something to do in the park

and find a place with a beautiful view to do their business”. When the researcher

conducted the ethnography, the cherry blossoms were blooming, and many visitors

came with professional-looking cameras to take pictures. They took a picture of

the flower or themselves, staying in one place for a long period. Other goals were

dining and self-entertainment. Some visitors bought food from the nearby food

stall and wanted to sit down and enjoy it. Some visitors brought books and drinks

and sat on the benches under the cherry blossom trees early in the afternoon. The

long-stay visitors share the common point that they had a primary purpose other

than sightseeing, such as taking photos, reading, and eating. And to fulfill this

purpose more comfortably, they wanted to find a suitable place to stay.
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3.3.2 Cope the wicked problem with low-resolution proto-

type

As a result of the ethnographic observations, the researcher has found that long-

stay visitors’ goals could bring more needs than short-stay visitors.

One of the needs was choosing the right place to be. Determining a spot to stay

was the result of several evaluations. Some long-stay visitors wandered between

two or three locations and eventually decided on one of them. They have vari-

ous purposes, a unique perspective for those who take photos, a relatively clean

platform for those who eat, or shade for those who read. Among the long-stay

visitors, regular visitors used their previous experiences and prepared objects to

support themselves in achieving their goals. For example, the gentleman in his

60s whom I mentioned in the design concept section chose his own place to stay

and brought his bike, stool, and a guitar to enjoy the afternoon leisurely. The

choice of place and the objects are the optimal solutions he determined for self-

entertainment. On the other hand, the short-stay visitors are satisfied with the

occasional discovery of the beauty in daily life.

Therefore, for those who are less experienced in the place and those who seek

an exact place to spend their leisure time, inconvenience and discomfort could

be caused by lacking experience. For people who want to relax, it becomes a

“wicked problem” [60], an obstacle that needs to be improved through innovative

resolutions that the design intends to contribute.

A low-resolution prototype (figure 3.3) was made to respond to the needs. The

researcher prepared a bag containing paper (as a prototype of a seat mat), san-

itizing tissues, a pencil, a notebook, chocolates, and drinks. Bringing the bag,

the researcher acted as a long-stay visitor and spent 30 minutes by Shinobazu-ike

pond. All the objects were intended to be used on-site, with several of them aimed

to recall the experiences afterward. The notebook functions to record anything

impressive, and the food was prepared in multiple portions so that when eating

this food later at home, it could remind me of the experience of being on-site.
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Figure 3.3 Low resolution prototype

3.3.3 Findings

There were three main findings from the low-resolution prototype test. First, the

objects brought to the site were helpful, but the food and drink did not stimulate

memories afterward. Second, the knowledge the researcher gained on-site was the

most memorable part of the experience. For example, the researcher saw a little

girl learning to ride a bicycle and wild birds never seen before. In addition to using

notes, the researcher took photographs. Both the notes and the photos were valid,

as the notes recorded people’s interactions and the pictures recorded the scenery.

Combining the two methods enabled me to recall the day’s experiences when I

returned home clearly. Third, providing aid to the activities in a particular place

does not solve the problem of people not knowing where to go for leisure.

3.4. Preliminary Prototype

A Low-resolution prototype test identified that by using a set of items, this service

could suggest ways for people to spend leisure time in a place and build a memory.

However, how this service could support users in exploring secret spots needs to

be improved.
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3.4.1 Provide knowledge of a secret spot through the box

Back in 2001, Baloglu suggested that a traveler’s impression of a place is a blend

of what they knew before the trip and the direct experience of the journey [61].

When people choose a travel destination, searching and looking up information

beforehand is natural.

With two other researchers joining this project, we created a second prototype

to explore whether accessing information about a secret spot before going there

could be a valuable proposal to users. Based on Baloglu’s theory, we created

the preliminary prototype, which introduces the secret spot to another person

by exchanging the cultural boxes. Three researchers agreed in advance on the

items to be included in the box. The box (figure 3.4) had the address of the

secret spot, a letter, photos, and objects that the researchers thought would fit

into the box. The main difference between the low-resolution prototype and the

preliminary prototype is that the newer one intends to support someone in building

an impression of a place. To achieve this goal, we add stories and photographs

to the box to provide more details to the receivers and help them imagine the

destination.

Figure 3.4 Preliminary prototype

I made the box based on my previous experience at Shinobazu-ike pond when

testing the low-resolution prototype. The other two researchers made a box based

on their favorite secret spot in Tokyo. In May 2021, we met and exchanged boxes.

Data was collected by recording each person’s unboxing process and conducting
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semi-structured interviews. After the meetup on May 9th, I went to the secret

spot I received for the test.

3.4.2 Findings

The preliminary prototype tested the process of making a box by oneself, exchang-

ing it with others, and experiencing the secret spot. This process revealed three

positive findings and one negative finding.

First, making a box enhanced the memories of the content provider. Two

researchers mentioned that making the box stimulated happy memories, especially

when looking back at the photographs. They recalled the details of their visit to

the place by writing down the experience because it enabled them to reinforce

their memories. The letter was a written memory of their favorite places. The

fondness for the secret spot led two of the three researchers to report having a sense

of anticipation. They expected the receiver would likewise build fond memories

in this place. One of the researchers noted that she would like to keep copies of

the letters and photographs in this box as a time capsule. Another researcher

wanted to get feedback from the receiver that describes their experiences. The

box extended the providers’ authentic travel experience.

Second, the way of enjoying a secret spot expanded from the previous low-

resolution prototype in this test. There was one box that recommended a private

route to Tokyo Tower. The provider wrote how she found and enjoyed this place

in the letter. It was identical to the mental model of the short-stay visitor that

she came across the impressive view and recorded it. The researcher wrote in the

letter that the short stay became a fond memory for her, illustrating that what

one sees when passing through a place can be the experience shared in this service.

Third, the receiver co-created the experience with the provider through the box.

As a test receiver, I went to the secret spot near Tokyo Tower recommended by

another researcher in the team. During the visit, I felt a sense of anticipation

and satisfaction and gained new memories. I took the photo, the letter, and some

snacks and deliberately followed the route suggested by the referrer to the secret

location. Surprisingly, knowing what I was about to experience from the box in

advance did not cut into the excitement of the live experience. On the contrary,

a sense of excitement and satisfaction emerged when seeing the same scenery as
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in the recommender’s photos. The photo in the box I carried to the secret spot

was useful because I held it and took a shot at the same angle as a memento

(figure 3.5). The fact that this place was meaningful to someone else became the

reason it was special to me. It was a refreshing visit to experience something from

someone else’s perspective by following the recommended route.

In addition, I gained new memories of my own on my way home. As the

provider’s story only touched upon how to get to the secret spot and did not

suggest a route to take on the way out, I chose an alternative path on the way

home. I saw traditional seasonal decorations named Koinobori Flags on the other

side of the Tokyo Tower. The view became a part of my memory of the visit.

The visit triggered an authentic experience, which was not directly related to the

provider’s story.

Figure 3.5 Photos taken during the visit

The process simulation was relatively smooth and initially demonstrated some

of the hypothetical values that could be realized. The provider’s recollection

could be diverse, and making the box enhanced their memories. In addition,
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the exchanged box allows the receiver to experience emotions and create new

memories. However, the provider’s interview revealed some difficulties in design.

The negative finding was that all three researchers reported difficulty choosing

the objects when curating the box in interviews. One researcher went to the

shops with no plan to search for suitable items and found it challenging to find

the relevance of the items to the story. Another researcher had a shopping list but

changed her plan because she saw more suitable objects at the store. The other

researcher’s concern was whether her chosen items were ideal for the box receiver’s

preferences. We were confused because there were no set criteria for selecting

the things to be placed in the box. Choosing a secret spot and storytelling is

another procedure that triggered similar concerns about preferences. Researchers

deliberated the storytelling order, worrying whether the receiver could be engaged.

The providers were unsure whether the place was special enough for the receiver to

generate good memories, and this concern extended to the unboxing session, where

one researcher’s facial expression was relieved to see the receiver’s expression of

favor.

Feedback from receivers suggests that the provider’s selection was quite good.

From the receiver’s perspective, it was not the item itself but how it related to the

provider’s story or how to use it was necessary. Some objects confused receivers

because they did not know precisely why they were a part of the box.

3.4.3 Develop design criteria

The preliminary prototype demonstrates the positive values that the service can

bring through exchanging the secret spot with others. These values include the

co-created experience and positive emotions that come with the cultural box, such

as a sense of surprise, satisfaction, and nostalgia. At the same time, the lack of

clarity in the criteria for curating the box caused difficulties for the provider.

Based on the findings, four design criteria were developed for this design.

• Design Criterion 1: The cultural box should include the following items:

1) A list of the contents of the box.

2) A postcard that shows a photo of the secret spot.

3) A letter to the receiver.
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4) The address of the secret spot.

5) Recommended goods.

• Design Criterion 2: When collecting secret spots, the service operator should

provide the questions to trigger the content provider’s memories and help

them to clarify the items they would like to recommend.

• Design Criterion 3: The service operator should provide a real and reachable

secret spot to the receiver and guide the receivers to follow a sequence when

going through the items in the box.

• Design Criterion 4: There should be a set budget to control the total price

of the items.

Developing the design criteria was to prepare for the further implementation

of the user study on a larger scale. When people who know little about the

service want to participate as providers or receivers, it is necessary to explain the

design concept and process clearly. The preliminary prototype test was carried

out by the research team. Therefore it ran smoothly because all the participants

were familiar with the service idea, having less chance of misunderstanding the

design concept when choosing and experiencing the secret spot. Even with a

shared understanding of the design concept, we encountered obstacles due to the

unclear criteria when creating the props. As the service needs to expand in the

future, design criteria could standardize the artifact provided by this service, thus

allowing more participants unaware of Your Secret Spot to be engaged efficiently.

3.5. Updated Prototype

The preliminary prototype test proved the positive value proposed by the expe-

rience exchange. Based on the results, in June 2021, the prototype was updated

according to the established design criteria, and we invited users who were not very

familiar with the design concept to participate in the test to get more objective

feedback, aiming to answer the following questions:

1. Do the design criteria support collecting the secret spot stories and creating

the boxes?
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2. Would the blind box bring a sense of surprise to the participants?

3. How does the shared experience influence the way that the receiver experi-

ences the secret spot?

3.5.1 Update the prototype

The updated prototype optimized the preliminary prototype based on the design

criteria.

Secret spot providers were required to fill out a Provider’s sheet (figure 3.6) that

included five questions, presenting the address of the secret spot, photos, stories,

items that they recommended to put in the box, and any additional information

they wanted to append. The research team curated the culture box based on the

form as the service operator. The box consisted of postcard-sized cards designed

according to the same theme - a list of contents, a letter card, a map card, and

a photo card (figure 3.6). Each box has no less than five items. Objects recom-

mended by the provider were procured without a strict budget constraint to test

the average cost of each box.

In addition, one researcher in the team designed a mascot and developed brand

guidelines as a branding strategy to arouse cognition of the service. It was used

in the box’s packaging, and the mascot was drawn in the photo to stimulate

the receiver’s imagination of the secret spot. A notebook to record the visit

and a bookmark with a seasonal greeting message was put into the box as a

complimentary gift from the service operator.

3.5.2 Test in a community

Participants and implementation

There were seven participants in the updated prototype test who were all members

within the confines of the research seminar, with one male and six females. All

participants were content providers who offered a secret spot of theirs, and six of

them were box receivers. Of the six receivers, all but one live in China and the

others in Japan.
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Figure 3.6 Updated prototype
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However, different from the previous test, not all secret spots were made into

boxes for exchange. I selected three from the seven collected secret spots and

made them into boxes. The three chosen spots are all located in Japan, accessible

to most receivers. The vibe of those places fits with the design concept, as they

are places suitable for people to stay for a while and enjoy a relaxing time. Two

of them intended to motivate long-stay visitors, and the other enabled the visitor

to enjoy the place when they passed by. Furthermore, the stories associated with

these three secret spots have more detail than the locations that were not selected.

No explicit recommendation mechanism was established for this test. However,

for some of the participants, the researchers were able to select boxes that might

match their tastes based on their preferences. For example, one participant likes

to post photos of flowers on social media, and the chosen secret spot was a home

gardening vending center. There was no charge to participants. Five out of the

six receivers experienced the service by visiting the secret spot.

Data

The updated prototype test used two methods to collect data. A one-on-one

semi-structured interview asked participants’ views on four topics, the visiting

experience, the way of exchange, and the overall service concept. Participants

were required to draw an emotional journey map of their emotional fluctuations

for their experience. The emotional journey map references the customer journey

map. The customer journey map emphasizes the visualization of events during

the service process [62], while the emotional journey map describes the user’s

emotions and helps to observe whether the service brings satisfaction or positive

emotions [63]. All the box receivers accepted the interview and drew the emotional

journey map.

3.5.3 Findings

Consistency in box making

Compared to the preliminary prototype in which the provider made the box, hav-

ing the service operator make each box better ensures that the box has consistency

in design.
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From the service operator’s point of view, the design criteria simplified the

production. The essential information to produce a cultural box was collected

through the provider’s sheet, which assured each box contains the coordinative

vital elements. The service provider could easily design the cards and purchase

the objects specified by the provider. The package, freebies, the usage of the

mascot, and the style of the cards conveyed brand consistency to the receiver.

Several participants mentioned that in the interview.

“...design of the box, and the small elements inside the book and the sort of

the consistency, like the image, and a thank you card and the other stuff. I think

it is branding. Its consistent image can be delivered.” — Participant 3, updated

prototype test.

“...in the photo, there’s the small crow (the mascot), and then it’s carrying a

paper bag with Keio’s logo. I think it is adorable, and you put much effort into

the details. I think it’s well designed.” — Participant 5, updated prototype test.

The participants approved that the service should be provided through a phys-

ical box because “in this age where everything is digital, it is nice to receive

something tangible” (Participant 3, Updated prototype test). Another advantage

of the physical box acts as a reminder for the user. Participant 6 stated that if

someone told her a good place orally, she might forget it soon, but this service

kept the place in her mind.

Having the service provider design the box based on design criteria and referring

to the brand guideline build up a positive impression of the service for the receiver.

Incoordinate interpretation of goods

While the participants were optimistic about the consistency in the brand image,

the counterparties involved in the service had an incoordinate understanding of

the design concept.

The provider found it hard to think of a proper secret spot quickly, even though

there were examples in the provider’s sheet. Although there were examples and

illustrations in the provider’s sheet, there was no precise regulation to help them

select a secret spot. For instance, they were unsure whether the secret spot had

to be a free place to enter or whether they could define a restaurant as a secret

spot. This uncertainty extended to the recommendation of items, where they were
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unsure how the items should relate to the place, which makes the recommendations

diverse. One provider had a secret spot that reminded her past life experience

in Europe. Therefore she recommended things that could not directly be used

at the secret spot but connected to the memories in Europe. Another provider

recommended local snacks that could not be put into the box but could be bought

at the secret spot.

The diversity creates differences in the receiver’s understanding of using the

items. Some receivers expressed difficulty understanding the intent of things in

the interview. For example, the receiver who got the European postcards did

not realize they were related to the provider’s letter and thought they were the

photos of the secret spot. The freebies from the service operator exacerbated the

confusion in understanding the intention of goods. Participant 5 did not realize

the drink in the box was the provider’s recommendation. In addition to misunder-

standings, some receivers indicated that using the items was an experience apart

from visiting the secret spot. When a secret spot was not suitable for carrying

the food provided in the box (e.g., a place ideal for a short-stay visit), the receiver

visited the site and used the objects at home.

Therefore the first question raised for this round test could be answered. The

design criteria supported the users to collect the secret spot stories. However, the

issue identified for improvement was that the service lacked a clear explanation

of the role of the objects inside the box in the design concept, resulting in the

item not being able to successfully support some receivers’ on-site experiences

nor build their impression of the secret spot. Such an explanation would inform

participants of the service process and convey the design concept. Therefore, in

addition to the original four design criteria, a design criterion was added.

• Design criteria 5: When collecting secret spots and making boxes, the pur-

pose of the objects in the box needs to be clarified.

Positive and negative surprises

In this test, I explored whether receiving a completely unknown cultural box

could provide surprising experiences to the users. The result was that the blind

box brought both positive surprises and negative surprises.
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The coding of the interview text reveals that five factors surprised the receivers,

including unknown contents of the box, excellent packaging, having more objects

in the box than expected, and receiving unexpected things. The positive sur-

prises came mainly from the novelty of the box. As mentioned in the previous

section, although some participants were confused about the intention of the box’s

contents, they were still pleased to receive a tangible package.

On the other hand, whether the secret spot met the receiver’s expectations was

the leading cause of negative surprise. After reviewing the box contents, the users

assessed the secret spot before the on-site experience. They evaluated whether

the location was far from their residence, the activities that could be performed

on-site, and, most importantly, whether the secret spot was to their liking. This

assessment led to various emotions, which further determined whether they would

visit the location or not. A typical example of this was when participant 1 and

participant 3, who had utterly different preferences, received each other’s secret

spot. Participant 1 recommended a rarely visited riverbank as his secret spot,

while participant 3’s secret spot was a gardening center. The following statement

described how they thought about this secret spot after receiving the box.

“It seems to be a quiet place. . .The problem is that it doesn’t really appeal to me,

it’s not bad, it’s good, but it’s not my style.” — Participant 1, updated prototype

test

“I think it was different from my taste, the secret spot. I don’t think I’m that

kind of person who lights up fireworks near the river. . . . it was, I would say, more

of an adventure. But like you don’t know what to expect. So, I had more worries.”

— Participant 3, updated prototype test

Participant 1 did not visit the secret spot. As the secret spot was not attractive

to him, he revealed that going to the place had low priority in his leisure activities.

On the contrary, despite the expectation that this place did not fit her taste well,

participant 3 visited the site. On her way to the secret spot, the unfamiliarity

with the provider’s proposed activities made the experience unimaginable and

caused relatively negative emotions. Her feeling could also be interpreted from

the emotional journey map. When preparing for the visit, her curve for the

affective changes was the lowest position on the figure 3.7.

The emotional journey map shows how pre-visit perceptions affect the emotions
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Figure 3.7 Emotional journey maps drew by the participants
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of other participants as well. Three of the four people who went to the secret spot

(participants 3, 4, and 6) felt some negative emotions when they prepared to visit.

These three participants received the secret spot in a place they had never been

before. Their mood curves gradually increased and peaked when they arrived at

the location and spent some time there. The change in their feelings suggests that

when the travelers cannot predict their future experience, they feel uncertain until

they arrive at the site. Travel distance is another important factor influencing the

expectation, with participants revealing in the interview that travel distance acts

as a mediator in their experience. As users spend more time on the way, they value

the experience upon arrival. If the on-site experience exceeds expectations, it is

worth the travel time; if the on-site experience is mediocre, it reduces satisfaction.

The mood curve of participant 2, on the other hand, confirms that building pre-

visit expectations help users create positive emotions. She enjoyed finding the

location more than the other participants because the secret spot was located on

her campus. Although she did not know the exact location, she had previous

knowledge of the campus. Therefore, her description of finding this secret spot is

“fun to explore whether I am taking the right train or heading towards the right

direction.”

It answers the second question raised for this test: the tangible blind box gen-

erally provided positive surprises for the user, but whether the secret spot met

the user’s expectations influenced the user’s mood curve and may have provided

negative surprises. When the participants were not able to build up sufficient per-

ceptions of their future experience at the secret spot, or when such expectations

are not aligned with their preferences, the users may feel a sense of uncertainty.

The users proposed advice based on their experiences. Participants 3 and 4 sug-

gested that they would like to have a secret spot close to their interests, and

participants 1 and 6 stated that they would like the secret spot to be relevant to

their personal experiences. Therefore, in the subsequent design, I aim to improve

the matching of the box to the user’s preferences while retaining the tangible blind

box that creates positive surprises for the user.
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Perceived values

The update prototype test invited participants who were part of the same research

group but not involved in the project’s design. The purpose was to observe how

users who did not know the design concept of the service would experience the

secret spot and how the service would propose value to the participants. Par-

ticipants provided insights into various values. Exploring the value perceived by

the participants aims to refine the design and further improve the participants’

experience. In consumer behavior, perceived value refers to the consumer’s evalu-

ation of a product or service, which has multiple dimensions, including “emotional

value, social value, functional value (price/value for money), functional value (per-

formance/quality)” [49]. In tourism research, Chen et al. stated that perceived

value moderates the trip quality and satisfaction [39].

First, the indirect exchange links the provider and the receiver. The anonymous

sender fostered imagination. For example, Participant 6 mentioned in the inter-

view, “When I visited there...the area was a residential district, and I thought

about what it would be like for the recommender’s family to live here and what

their house would be like.” Participant 3 looked at the photos and imagined the

provider even though the place did not fit her quite well. “...because I imagine

that this person enjoyed being in a group like drinking, chatting loudly.” How-

ever, the participants’ imagination was based on the premise that they probably

knew each other. Participant 6 argued that if the recommendation came from a

stranger, the box’s content was not enough for her to imagine the other person,

and she needed more information, such as describing some characteristics of the

recommender. In addition to arousing imagination, the fact that the participants

are in the same community makes this service valuable during the COVID-19

pandemic for members who cannot physically join the community. Different from

the preliminary prototype test in which all the participants were living in Japan,

participant 5 in this test was living in China and could not travel to Japan be-

cause of the pandemic. She received a secret spot that was highly relevant to the

community, which was a place at the back of a building on the university campus.

Participant 5 stated that this secret spot was very appropriate for her because

she felt community inclusive under particular circumstances.

In addition, the indirect exchange enabled “the secretness adds a little bit more
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different flavor to the place” (Participant 3). The “flavor” included some negative

feelings, such as the uncertainty mentioned in the previous section, and positive

emotions, such as the experience of participant 3. She said she would not have

known about the place if it were not for the provider, so she felt a “weak” and “a

little bit interesting connection to the recommender”.

Second, the provider’s experience attached meanings to the secret spot for the

receivers, yet the receivers did not necessarily replicate the provider’s experiences.

The secret spots selected were all located in places familiar to the provider. How-

ever, the receivers other than participant 2 did not know about the secret spot,

nor had they been familiar with the area nearby. Therefore, the provider’s story

and photo are the only way for them to know about this place. The stories and

photos in the box helped them build an initial impression and plan how they would

experience the location. For example, three participants (participants 3, 4 and 6)

invited someone to accompany them to visit the secret spot. They considered the

companions based on the box contents.

“ I guess after I received a box, I thought about whom I’m going to hang out

with.” — Participant 3, updated prototype test.

“...the recommended spot attracts me because my mom likes gardening, she ac-

tually wanted to go somewhere like that.” — Participant 4, updated.

In addition to inviting people to travel with them, one other common action of

the receiver was the desire to find the exact same scene on-site as in the provider’s

photos, and none of them succeeded because of the different views over time. In-

stead, the receivers enjoyed the location in their own way. Participant 4 spent

at least two hours and described the place as “impressive”. She and Participant

6 bought something on-site to take home. As for participant 6, the secret spot

became “the place I bought my chili”. Both of them shared their travel experience

after the visit. The receiver’s mood curves (figure 3.7) indicate that even though

they were not in a very high mood at departure, the on-site experience brought a

positive mood. In this test, the providers’ knowledge helped the receivers estab-

lish their perception of the place, thus participating in co-creating the receiver’s

experience. The receivers created their own experience based on the provider’s

shared experience.

Third, a common finding was that both the provider and the receiver require a
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channel for restricted communication. Similar to the preliminary prototype test

results, the providers had concerns when recommending the secret spot since they

wondered if the receiver liked the place. It aroused their curiosity to know the re-

ceiver’s experience was at the secret spot. However, participant 3, as the provider,

said that she wanted to be able to choose whether or not to check the feedback

from the receiver and felt that she only needed to know positive feedback. On the

other hand, the receivers said that they wanted a way to express their gratitude

or share their experience with the provider if they wanted to know. It did not

represent that they wanted to know the provider directly. There was a need for

both the counterparties to avoid possible negative interactions while both of them

would like to bring positive emotions to the other side. Thus the presence of an

intermediary was necessary in this case.

Overall, the participants’ perceived value shows that indirect exchange inside

the community adds value to the users, which answers the last question for this

stage. The imagination and speculation established a weak connection between

the users. Despite this being a valuable finding, instead of limiting the scope

of the target user to the community, the service would like to continue explor-

ing the values of exchanging experiences between strangers in the next step. In

this test, the researchers validated that the stories and photos from the provider

are an essential part of the co-creation experience because they build the initial

impression for the receiver. The most crucial component of the co-creation ex-

perience remains the receiver’s own experience. In the next step, a channel for

post-experience communication would be established as both parties need a way

to communicate the on-site experience.

3.6. Refined Prototype

The previous user test exposed the value that the blind boxes exchanged inside the

community brought a sense of surprise to the users. The provider’s experience at

the secret spot had an emotional impact on the receiver in terms of adding meaning

to the place for the receiver to motivate their visit and create new experiences. On

the other hand, the design is deficient in that the receiver’s different preferences
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from the provider lead to certain negative emotions so that they were not being

able or want to go to enjoy the secret spot. The usefulness of the objects in the

box lacks sufficient explanation, resulting in the separate experience of using the

things and visiting the secret spot.

Therefore, the researcher refined the prototype intending to explore the follow-

ing issues.

1. Does a certain degree of customization to the user using a pairing mechanism

enhance the user experience?

2. Does the description of the items’ usefulness help the user build an image

of the destination?

3. What value does this service propose when exchanging the boxes between

strangers rather than community members?

3.6.1 Refine the prototype

Building on the updated prototype, the refined prototype has four improvements.

The receiver could actively decide whether they want a random box; the purpose

of the items in the box are labeled; the service operator determines the items in

the box; a channel is designed to collect feedback from the receivers.

Design a pairing survey

As Your Secret Spot intended to use a tangible blind box to deliver the experience,

it is essential to define the degree to which the content is surprising. Bischof et al.

proposed a four dimension framework (figure 3.8) for subscription commerce, com-

bining personalization (low vs. high) and degree of surprise (low vs. high control

over the subscription’s products) [46]. According to the framework, surprise-based

commerce could be divided into general surprise and curated surprise, based on

the user’s level of customization. General surprise provides content that the user

has no control over, while curated surprise applies the item to the user. Both

archetypes indulge the user’s urge for discovery [46]. The updated prototype uses

the general surprise approach, but while some users recognize the positive sur-
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prise, it creates a negative surprise for another part of the users. Therefore the

refined prototype will explore the other way to propose curated surprises to users.

(Source: Bischof et al. [46])

Figure 3.8 A framework on the four archetypes of consumer goods subscriptions

Consumers have foreseen certain risks when purchasing surprise boxes as they

know there could be content that they do not like. These risks are regarded as

the perceived risks [46]. The previous tests have shown that users’ acceptance of

perceived risk varies, with some accepting it gladly and others having a negative

experience. To meet the different needs, I designed a pairing survey that enables

the receivers to decide the extent of customization. In the pairing survey, par-

ticipants choose if they want a random box or one that matches their tastes. A

negative answer presumes that the actor is comfortable with the risk brought by

randomness. Furthermore, the survey includes options about the accessibility of

the location. The receivers can choose from a secret spot in the city they live in

or a place located outside the city. The former option implies that the secret spot

is accessible to the users in terms of transportation. These two questions aim to

build certain expectations according to the receivers’ preference of risks.

For the participants who chose to customize their boxes, a pairing algorithm

designed based on a Content-based Recommendation System was implemented.

A Content-based Recommendation System matches the user’s preference with

the content object’s attributes and generates recommendations relevant to the
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user based on the matching results [34]. A fully functioned Content-based Rec-

ommendation System should learn the user’s intention from the user’s behavior

that shows their interest, e.g., their preference rating to a particular movie, and

the analysis of the attributes of the contents, e.g., the keywords that describes

a movie. It should also amend the recommendation based on learning from the

user’s feedback. It can recommend things that the users did not rate before.

In this design, the pairing algorithm draws on but simplifies the recommenda-

tion process1. Thirty-two attributes, classified into four categories (appendix A),

were created to match the secret spot’s features and the user’s preferences. The

providers check the tags that describe the location, while the receivers select the

tags that fit their preferences. Figure 3.9 gives an example of calculation. When

the provider and the receiver check the same tag, one point is added to the score

representing the user’s preference, defined as a Preference Score (PS). To avoid

the interfering impact caused by the number of tags checked by the provider, PS

was divided by the total number of tags checked by the provider to get the final

Recommendation Degree (RD).

When selecting boxes for the participants, the secret spot with the highest RD

has the priority. If two or more places share the same RD, the receiver will get the

place with the higher PS. In addition to the RD and PS, two additional preference

conditions were also considered.

1) Whether the receiver wants to receive locations from abroad.

2) Whether the receiver wants to receive locations outside their city.

If the result with the highest RD is contrary to the above two preferences of the

user, the current highest place is filtered out, and the place with the next highest

RD is selected.

Classify the items

Lacking proper explanations for the items inside the box resulted in the goods

not supporting the receiver’s experience related to the secret spot. When refining

the prototype, objects are labeled to indicate how they relate to the secret spot,

aiming to foster the imagination of the secret spot. Based on the information

1 https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/recommendation/content-based/basics
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Figure 3.9 The pairing process
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collected in the previous round, seven meanings or uses for the items recommended

by the provider were further grouped into three categories. Table 3.1 shows the

classification of the items. One is related to the provider’s experience, one is

associated with the secret spot, and one is related to the provider himself. The

three categories were printed on the stickers. The items belonging to the same

category are wrapped and sealed with a labeling sticker (figure 3.10).

Table 3.1 The categorization of the items
Labels of the item Meanings of the item

Goods that help you enjoy the story of the secret spot

Culturally related local snacks

Goods that mentioned in the provider’s story

Goods that the provider bought or used at the spot

Goods that best fit the vibe of the spot

Goods that best fit the season

Goods that help to enjoy the vibe of the spot

Goods that help to enjoy the possible activities at the spot

Spot provider’s personal favorites Goods that appointed by the provider

Figure 3.10 Item categorization

This classification is used to control the quality of the items in the box as well.

In the previous version of the prototype, the service operator purchased the items

according to the provider’s designation, which caused difficulties in two aspects.

One is to control the cost. The average price of the items in the box exceeded

1000 JPY, but the price that users were willing to pay, as learned in the interview,
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could not cover the cost. The second is the provider’s inability to suggest suitable

items when recommending. Therefore, in this refined prototype, the provider no

longer needs to specify particular items but can choose from the eight types of

items (table 3.1) in the pairing survey. It is up to the service operator to decide

what things to place in each box.

Provide a channel for reviews

The previous design created a way for the provider to share their experience with

the receiver. However, it was a one-way process in which receivers found no

place to share their thoughts in return. Aiming to accomplish the co-creation

experience, a channel for receivers to share their experience with the provider was

built in the refined prototype.

After receiving the box and experiencing the secret spot, receivers were required

to fill out a feedback survey. The survey’s primary purpose was to investigate how

satisfied receivers were with each element of this service. The final question of the

feedback survey asked the receivers to write a note to the provider. It could be

a story of their on-site experience or simple words to express their feelings. The

service operator collected the reviews and forwarded them to the provider via

email. The indirect sharing process through the service operator aims to reduce

the risk of privacy exposure and filter out negative comments. In addition, the

service operator designs the user feedback into a card that fits the secret spot

theme to give the provider a better visual experience.

In a word, the refined prototype was intended to reduce perceived risk by

adding optional customization while improving the exchange of experience be-

tween provider and receiver about the secret spot through item classification and

sending feedback.

3.6.2 Exchange the experience between strangers

A user test was conducted by sending physical boxes to test the refined prototype.

Unlike the previous round of tests run within the community, this round aimed

to explore how participants who did not know each other would experience ex-
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changing the cultural boxes. Table 3.2 compares the differences between the two

tests. The implementation is described in this section in detail.

Table 3.2 Comparing the updated prototype test and the refined prototype test
Updated prototype test Refined prototype test

Participants 7 15

Story Provider 7 4

Box Receiver 6 14

Participation Fee Free 500 JPY/30 RMB

Scope of Recruitment Internal (research seminar) General (SNS and physical stall)

Recommendation Random Pairing algorithm

Items Recommended by providers Selected by the service operator

Data Collection Interview and emotional journey map Interview and feedback survey

Participants and implementation

The recruiting message was released through the research group members’ SNS

platforms to reach the participants outside of the research community. We also

set up a booth in a public classroom for one week to recruit participants on site.

This test recruited fifteen participants, with six males and nine females, of which

five provided secret spots and fourteen became box receivers. One participant was

living in China, and the other participants were all living in Japan.

The newly designed pairing survey took the place of the provider’s sheet in the

previous test. Content providers were required to fill out a pairing survey con-

sisting of ten questions to collect place information, among which there are four

questions intended to help the providers to recall their memories. The answers

to these questions were regarded as tags of the place for subsequent calculations

in the pairing algorithm. Receivers filled out a six-questions pairing survey, and

the answers to four of these questions were used as the labels that indicate the

user’s preference for matching the place. The test charged them 500 JPY as a par-

ticipation fee for testing the proper price range. Correspondingly, the researcher

procured the items at a cost restriction of 500 JPY.

The matching of secret spots with receivers followed the pairing algorithm intro-

duced in the previous section. Based on the data collected by the pairing survey,

each one received the box that matches their need for randomness. Those who
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requested a random box receive a random box. Those who wanted a partially

curated box received the box with the highest RD or PS score among the secret

spots matching their location demand.

Data

Data was collected from a one-on-one semi-structured interview and a feedback

survey. The feedback survey, which aimed to quantify user satisfaction with both

the box and the experience, tackled four topics: the design concept, indirect ex-

change, proposed values, and business model. In the feedback survey, the receivers

answered the same questions related to the secret spot’s attributes, which were

the same questions in the pairing survey that were asked to the providers, to val-

idate the effectiveness of the pairing algorithm. Twelve out of fifteen participants

answered the feedback survey, and eight accepted the interview.

3.6.3 Findings

Customization and sense of satisfaction

Before the refined prototype test, the researcher raised three research questions.

The first one was whether the optional customization could enhance the users’

experiences. The feedback survey provided insights into this question from two

aspects.

One aspect was that the overall user satisfaction with the box was relatively

high. Table 3.3 shows the responses on whether users were satisfied with the

critical elements in the cultural box. The overall satisfaction of the cultural box

reached 78.57%. The medians of satisfaction degree for the contents were all

above 70%. The fact that the users were most satisfied with the packaging and

the letter validates the findings in the updated prototype test, which are that the

consistency of the packaging allows users to build an impression of this service

and the provider’s experience is the core of the box.

The other aspect was the users’ opinions on whether the box matched their

taste in the feedback survey. The majority of the participants who requested

about a secret spot that fit their taste agreed that they enjoyed the secret spot.
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Table 3.3 Box satisfaction in the feedback survey
Mean value of user’s satisfaction (%) Median of user’s satisfaction (%)

Secret Spot Box 78.57 78.57

Package 88.10 85.71

Content list 80.95 78.57

Provider’s letter 85.71 85.71

Map 69.05 71.43

Item classification 79.76 85.71

Items 82.14 85.71

Complimentary gift 79.76 78.57

Note: The values are converted to percentages from the results of a 1-7 point

Likert Scale.

Figure 3.11 compares the Recommendation Degree2 (RD) with the user’s satisfac-

tion score. The median value of RD is applied to reflect the participant’s behavior

when choosing the preference tags. Lower RD medians stand for more cautious

choices. The Preference Matching Satisfaction3 (PMS) value reflects whether the

box matches the receiver’s taste, and the Experience Satisfaction4 (ES) value is

users’ feedback on whether they are satisfied with the overall experience. Partic-

ipants 4, 11, and 12 did not answer the feedback survey. The null RD indicates

that the participant (1, 2, and 13) has chosen to receive a random box.

The PMS median was 5.5, indicating that most receivers gave positive feedback

about the preference match result. Among the nine users who received secret spots

recommended by the pairing algorithm, seven had PMS above 50%, reflecting

that they gave positive evaluations on whether the boxes met their tastes. For

six participants, the RD, PMS, and ES values showed a gradual upward trend,

and the scores after experiencing the service (PMS and ES) were rated higher

than the predicted value by the algorithm (RD), implying that the users are

positively surprised by the experience because it exceeded their expectation. The

2 Recommendation Degree: Calculation result of the pairing algorithm. An N/A indicates the

user chose a random box.

3 Preference Matching Satisfaction: Results of participants’ answers to “How does this box fit

your interest” in the feedback survey.

4 Experience Satisfactions: Results of participants’ answers to“Did you enjoy your visit/at-

home experience” in the feedback survey.
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two users with lower PMS scores (participants 3 and 8) corroborate the finding

from another perspective. For these two participants, the researcher sent them

the secret spot with RD lower than their RD median, which means they received a

place that did not fit their preferences very well. The reason was that the location

conditions filtered out the secret spots with the top RD values. It demonstrates

that the influence of geographic location is a weaker factor than the preference

when it comes to producing negative surprises. The three participants who chose

a random box gave relatively high PS and ES ratings. It validated the hypothesis

that these actors are open to the uncertainty brought by randomness.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of the recommendation and user’s satisfaction
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In addition, the test revealed an unexpected source of positive experience be-

sides the befitting preference. Participant 15, who had the lowest RD median,

acted cautiously in choosing her preference tags yet gave the highest score in her

feedback on the experience. Her interpretation was that the recommended secret

spot showed how this service interprets her image. The matching result acted as

a user portrait. A correct understanding turned into a positive experience.

“When waiting for the box, I also expected what kind of image you have for

me... Then after opening the box, there was the feeling of ’so this is what you guys

think of me’, and I was very happy.” — Participant 15, refined prototype test.

To answer the first research question for this test, enabling the receivers to take

the initiative in deciding the extent of customization leads to positive experiences.

Those who requested a random box were tolerant of the perceived risks, and those

who required a partially customized box were relatively satisfied with the results.

Their responses to the feedback survey also evaluated that the pairing algorithm

was effective in this test.

Sources of destination images

The second purpose of this test was to explore whether the categorization of items

could help users build their impressions of the destination. User feedback reflected

that receivers’ impressions of the destination were, to some extent, consistent with

the provider. However, the objective facts that receivers built the understanding

of the secret spot did not precisely match their subjective perceptions.

As explained in the previous section, the recommender chose labels they felt

appropriate to describe the secret spot in the pairing survey. On the other hand,

receivers selected labels that match their impressions of the secret spot from the

same label sets when filling out the feedback survey after experiencing the service.

Table 3.4 shows whether the labels selected by the provider and the receiver

overlap to determine if the counterparty has an accordant impression of the place.

A Corresponding Rate (CR) counts the overlap tags between the provider and the

receiver for the same place. The relevantly high CR indicates that the receivers

acquainted themselves with the place. The median value reaches 75.00%, showing

that the receiver’s impression of the secret spot, to some extent, corresponds with

the provider’s description. Although the receiver’s overall destination impression
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matches the provider’s, only two out of twelve receivers agreed with the “I know

the place better” statement in the questionnaire.

Table 3.4 Corresponding rate of tags5

Provider’s tag User’s tag Correspondent tag Corresponding rate (%)

User 1 18 4 4 100.00

User 2 19 18 15 83.33

User 3 18 4 3 75.00

User 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A

User 5 13 8 6 75.00

User 6 12 9 5 55.56

User 7 12 8 4 50.00

User 8 18 17 12 70.59

User 9 18 6 5 83.33

User 10 18 7 6 85.71

User 11 11 N/A N/A N/A

User 12 11 N/A N/A N/A

User 13 8 4 3 75.00

User 14 11 5 5 100.00

User 15 11 6 3 50.00

The interview revealed the reasons for this objective and subjective perception

gap. The users had divided opinions about the role of item classification. Based

on the usefulness, the stickers (figure 3.10) were used for classifying the items as an

improvement in the refined prototype. The user who noticed the sticker felt a sense

of exploratory. Participant 10 who sent an unboxing video as a feedback carefully

read the stickers when he noticed the items were wrapped separately (figure 3.12).

Participant 2 stated that the classification sticker guided her and made her look

forward to what was the next item when exploring the box. However, for more

users, the stickers did not work as expected. The reasons include that the other

5 Provider’s tag: the number of tags that providers choose from a set of tags that describe the

place.

User’s tag: the number of tags that users chose from a set of tags that describe the place.

Overlap tag: the number of overlapped tags in both Provider’s tag and User’s tag.

Corresponding rate = Overlap tag/User’s tag *100%.

Corresponding rate mean = 75.00%; Corresponding rate median = 75.00%
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contents distracted them (participants 14 and 15), the notification on the sticker

was not in their native language (participant 7), and they simply ignored the

sticker (participants 1 and 6).

Figure 3.12 Participant 10 read the classification stickers when unboxing

The classification sticker did not notify the users well does not mean that the

objects had no use in helping users build their impressions of the destination.

There were several examples of how the items supported the users in developing

their destination image. Participant 15 tasted the snacks in the box to get a sense

of the local atmosphere of the secret spot, while participant 2 imagined how to

use the objects in the box in the secret spot. And participant 7 was surprised

that the objects were closely connected with the letter.

“I first read the letter, and then I was surprised that the letter was about going

to a barbecue or something, and then you sent me many things like a lighter. ...

Initially I thought I could only get the place information. I didn’t expect there is

stuff that matches the place is in the box, so it feels pretty special.” — Participant

7, refined user test.

In the case of the users above, the objects succeeded in establishing their im-

pressions of the destination. The commonality was that the impression of the
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destination built was an affective image linked to the local atmosphere, the refer-

rer’s story, and the receiver’s emotions.

In addition to objects, there are two other ways to build users’ impressions of

a destination. One is to use story cards for imaginative thinking. The coding of

the interviews showed that users understood the secret spot through stories, they

imagined the scenario of the provider visiting the secret spot, some participants

guessed the personality of the provider through the choice of the secret spot, and

they used the story card as a prop to empathize with the provider. The second

way is the former experience. Participants 2 and 15 received a secret spot that

they had visited before, and they both stated that this secret spot reminded them

of their past memories in this place, and in this experience, they revived the

local atmosphere. The provider’s experience did not change their perceptions but

added new content to their perceptions of the local area.

The answer to research question two is that attempts to enhance users’ impres-

sions of place through item classification are of limited use. When exploring the

box, the users built their impressions of the secret spot through imagination with

the support of the provider’s story. The items highly relevant to the story and

past visit experiences can also assist in building the destination image.

Novel yet reliable exchange between strangers

The third goal of this test was to observe how exchanging secret spots between

strangers differed from the exchange between community members in the previ-

ous test. The results showed that participants endorsed the experience exchange

between strangers in several ways.

Table 3.5 shows the results of interview text coding on this topic. It was a novel

experience that brought a sense of expectation and surprise. At the same time,

respondents perceived the recommendation as objective since it was a recommen-

dation from an expert in the location. Getting a secret spot from this service is a

different experience than getting a recommendation from an acquaintance.

“Friends know what I do every day, and I probably have an idea of what a

friend will recommend to me because I know what places he has been to, so it will

be revealed from our conversations. If a stranger recommends me something, it is

a world of the unknown.” — Participant 15, refined prototype test.
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Table 3.5 Text coding of interviews about the indirect exchange between strangers
Theme Codes

Novel experience Increased expectation

New experience of receiving things from an unknown person

Exposure to novel contextual information

Interesting feeling add by the secretness

Receive/send something out of the existing social circle

Sense of romance

Increase curiosity towards the exchanging community

Obtain objective recommendation Receive recommendation from an expert of recommending

Can have objective opinion towards the recommendation

Maintain proper social distance Indirect exchange reduces awkwardness

Indirect exchange creates relaxation

Don’t need to be too considerate of others (preference)

Participant 6 mentioned that the location now became “a place I knew through

Your Secret Spot”, which differed from the other places she found online. Both

she and user 7 agreed that receiving a secret spot that matched their preferences

aroused their curiosity about the provider. If the recommender is willing to, they

would like to get to know them, and the experience in the secret spot served as

an opportunity to start a conversation. Contrary to the need to get to know each

other, some participants stated that indirect exchange maintains an appropriate

social distance between strangers. Users do not need to be too considerate of

others’ preferences, which further enhances the objectivity of recommendations.

In accordance with the result of the last test, the participants positively con-

firmed the value of exchanging experiences through a tangible box. Participant

1’s view was representative, “I need to see what’s there before I believe it’s worth

going”. Participant 7 considered the box informative enough to support him in

planning the trip. In addition, the physical box allowed people to value the in-

formation they received and keep in mind to visit the secret spot. For example,

participant 10 kept the entire box at home as a reminder to visit the secret spot.

Hence the test clarified the answer to the third research question. The indirect

exchange between strangers through a tangible box brings the receivers a sense of

novelty and objective recommendation. The receivers valued the proper distance

between the counterparties and the reliability brought by the tangible box.
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Various ways to experience the secret spot

In this test, users who visited the secret spot showed different ways of experiencing

the location. The timing they chose for the trip and their actions on-site provide

insights into how the service could be improved to propose more value to the

experiencers.

First, some visitors went to the secret spot soon after receiving the box, while

others saved it for future visits. Participant 14 went on the day of delivery,

while Participant 10 went two months after. Participant 10’s actions was likely

to represent the majority of the receivers in this round of testing. A desirability

bias in user visit behavior existed in the previous testing as it was conducted

within the research community. Participants 4 and 6 in the updated prototype

test stated in the interviews that they would not have traveled to the secret spot

so quickly if not for the user test. Instead, they would choose a more appropriate

time. In this round of testing, the vast majority of users did not visit this secret

spot immediately. In the feedback survey, seven of the twelve respondents stated

that they would go to the secret spot in the future, which may be a more objective

result than the previous round of testing.

The reason that caused the receivers to visit at different times was distance.

Participant 14 received a box that was relatively close to her residence. “At first,

I looked up, far or near. I receive it around 2:00 pm on weekdays. If it’s near, if

I can go, I will go immediately”. On the other hand, participant 10’s motivation

for visiting the location was the need to have the right amount of free time since

the secret spot was not in the city where he lived. On the day of the visit, he

traveled an hour from his home to Tokyo for business and decided to take a look

at the secret spot. “Since I had already spent a long time traveling to Tokyo, and

I had some free time after finishing my work, I should go.” Their ways of thinking

are consistent with the results of the previous round of testing, that is, the route

and the time spent on transportation are the factors that influence the decision

making for the visit to the secret spot.

Second, the ways of building impressions of the destination before visiting differ.

Before receiving the box, participant 14 had often passed by the area, so she

knew the surroundings. Her image of the secret spot was not that relevant to the

provider’s story. Whatsmore, she intended not to be influenced by the story. “I
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tend not to pay a lot of attention because it’s my own experience. so I want to try

it myself in a different way.”

On the contrary, participant 10 had not been to that area before. The provider’s

story helped him build a strong impression of the destination. “This letter and

photo are the two things enjoyable to read and look at, more than the items...the

picture and the way the provider spent the time...I could get into one scene of this

story. I can think of the atmosphere.” It revealed that the provider’s role in the

receiver’s experience might vary from person to person. Some receivers appreciate

the physical location offered by the provider more, while others tend to capture

the emotional value in the provider’s experience.

Finally, the visitors used the items in various ways. Participant 14 discarded

the box package upon receipt and took only her favorite candy inside the box to

the secret spot, even though the other items in the box were closely related to

the story and could be used on site. Neither did she use the map inside the box.

By exploring the surrounding, she “found the store on her own and felt a sense of

accomplishment.” Participant 10, on the other hand, kept the entire box at home

as a memento of the experience. During the visit, he brought the photograph to

the site, and tried to find the exact same scene in the picture. The two visitors,

familiar or unfamiliar with the area, used different approaches to make the trip

an opportunity to discover the place.

Despite the many differences in their experience, the two visitors had one thing

in common: the impressions they built of the destination at the beginning were

different from the feelings they had during the visit. Participant 14 did prior

research on google before going to the secret spot. She expected to feel uncom-

fortable at the place because the secret spot was a tiny restaurant where she did

not usually go. But the provider’s story prompted her to go because she thought

the recommendation in terms of food and wine was reliable. Although it took

some courage to enter the store, she felt satisfied after enjoying the food. Partic-

ipant 10’s impression gap was that the provider’s story and the items in the box

built the impression that the secret spot was a quaint place, while upon arrival,

he found the landscape to be relatively modern. It was not until he took out the

provider’s photo for comparison and walked to the stairs where the provider took

that photo that he felt the atmosphere described in the story. In both cases, the
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provider’s experience played a role in expanding their scope of actions.

Both visitors gave positive comments about the on-site experience, and they

both enjoyed their time in the secret spot. Their actions provided insights into the

multiple roles that the provider’s experience might play in the receiver’s creation

of their own travel experience. Many factors affect the user’s on-site experience,

including the physical and emotional values that the box can provide and the

user’s personal choices derived from it. In future improvements to the design, it is

necessary to provide users with multiple ways to enjoy the trip, rather than being

limited to the initial design assumptions.

Provider’s met and unmet expectations

The receivers wrote notes to the providers in the feedback survey. They were sent

to the participants who were providers as electronic postcards. Participant 4, who

got the email, said she was surprised initially but then realized that the feedback

did not meet her expectations.

The interview with the providers revealed that they considered several factors

when they made recommendations. On the one hand, they are happy to share

their lifestyle and enjoy sharing their treasured places with others; on the other

hand, they spend a vast amount of energy choosing the secret spots. They recalled

precious memories and deliberated on the experience to write about to provide

a practical reference to the receiver. That was the reason they would like their

secret spot to be cherished by the receivers. Participant 4 said she was expecting

personal experiences, for example, how the receiver spent the day in the secret

spot, rather than the note with a short sentence that she got.

Although the shared review did not meet their expectations, the provider ap-

proved the box’s design. Participant 4 was happy to see that the music she

recommended was designed into the photo card and sent to the receiver. And

participant 7 thought the items that the service operator curated were useful for

his secret spot. In addition, after receiving the box, some receivers expressed their

desire to become the provider in the future as the provider’s story evoked their

memories.

The providers’ point of view revealed that the value proposed by the service to

the service provider did not meet their expectations. More modifications should
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be implemented to encourage users to recommend their secret spot, thus ensuring

the sustainability of the service.

The learnings for further improvement

The most significant gap found in this test was that although the spot visitors

enjoyed their trip, most users were not motivated enough to go to the secret spot

and chose to experience the box at home. It was necessary to identify whether

there were deficiencies in design that limited the participants’ choices. In the

interviews, users who had not yet traveled to the site described how they would

like to experience the secret spot. Based on the comments, the researcher identified

several possible improvements for future design.

• Users who held a favorable impression of the secret spot recognized that the

provider’s story attached meaning to a niche place. Therefore, the provider’s

experience will remain at the core content of the box.

• Users who acquired a relatively far secret spot wanted to consider it the

center of their itinerary and explore the surrounding area. Thus, the subse-

quent design will provide more specific location information and other places

around the secret spot worth a visit.

• Participants wanted to take photos of secret locations. Therefore, the subse-

quent design will provide props to encourage users to take and share pictures.

To conclude the refined prototype test, it varified that optional customization

establishes the expectation and reduces perceived values for the receivers. The

pairing algorithm was applicable for users who want a curated box. In curation,

the provider’s experience proved again to be the box’s core. Still, how to plan the

items in the box needed further exploration, as item classification did not work as

expected for some receivers. The receivers have developed various ways to create

their own secret spot experiences, and more support must be provided to users

to choose whether to experience this service at home or on-site. The indirect,

stranger-to-stranger exchanges were evaluated in this test, yet the exchange did

not meet the provider’s expectations regarding the content of the reviews.
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3.7. Finalized Design

Based on the learning from the previous prototype tests, the researcher finalized

the design with refinements in the artifact and the user’s experience. In the last

prototype test, users unfolded various ways to experience the secret spot box.

Some users went to the secret spot, while others experienced it at home. There-

fore, the final design considered ways to enrich the user experience at home and

in the field, providing them with a variety of options. The artifact design focused

on better illustrating the provider’s experience through artifacts to create a desti-

nation image for the receivers. The user experience design focuses on encouraging

users to create memorable memories of secret locations. This section details the

final design of Your Secret Spot, demonstrating the artifact design and the user

experience, and describes the expected values proposed by the service.

3.7.1 Finalize the artifact design

A book-size box

In the final design, the research team decided to change the size of the box. A 50

size box (20cm x 17.5cm x 10cm) was used for the package in previous tests. The

final design changed the container into an A5 size box (15.7cm x 22.3cm x 2.2cm)

for two reasons: lessening the items and cost control.

Previous tests found that too many items interfered with the user’s process

of exploring the box. The receivers tended not to follow the designed sequence

because the goods were attractive. It caused misunderstanding about the useful-

ness of items or ignoring the explanation of the items. These did not help the

receiver build an impression of the secret spot, nor did they help them understand

the provider’s story. On the other hand, the items’ presence enriched the box’s

content, and part of the item triggered the user’s imagination of the secret spot.

Therefore, the final design reduced the number of items from five to three. The

reduced goods allowed the service operator to pack all the contents into a smaller

box, which also reduced the cost of operation. In previous tests, postage costs

exceeded the cost of the boxes, which was not conducive to the sustainable oper-

ation of the service. The book-sized box in the final design (figure 3.13) enables

mailbox delivery and significantly saves postage costs.
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Figure 3.13 Final box design

Thematic design of the story cards

As evaluated in the previous tests, the provider’s experience at the secret spot

is the core of the service. In the box, the set of story cards presents critical

information such as the provider’s letter, photo, and address of the secret spot.

This set of story cards is the first item users get in the box and a vital props for

building their first impression of the location.

Therefore, the researcher designed the story cards of each secret spot with a

theme. I referred to the provider’s stories and the attributes of the secret spot

collected from the pairing survey and used different color schemes and decorative

elements in the typography to distinguish the style of each secret spot. Figure

3.14 shows the thematic story card in the final design. The story card set includes

the following items. An example demonstrates the details of each card is in the

appendix B.

• For receivers

a. A list of the box contents: providing the user has an overall view of the

box’s contents.
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Figure 3.14 Thematic design of the story cards
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b. A letter from the provider: establishing the impression of the secret

spot through text.

c. A photo of the secret spot: building up a visual impression.

d. Map and address: showing geographic location information of the secret

spot for the receiver to look up through other channels to learn about the location

and route.

e. Think sheet: stimulating the imaginary thinking about the secret spot and

the recommender according to the box’s contents.

f. nearby spot info: offering other places worth going in the surrounding

area for the receivers to extend their on-site experiences.

• For providers

g. The review cards: sending the receiver’s review to the provider.

Additional story cards

In the finalized design, in addition to the essential elements (letter, photo, and

map) previously proposed in the design criteria, two new elements were added to

the story card set.

One is the think sheet (figure 3.15), divided into a question card and an answer

card. It utilized the descriptive attributes of the secret spot collected by the

pairing survey to stimulate the imagination of the users when they experience the

service at home. The question cards consisted of four questions.

Q1: How do you think the items relate to the story? - Guiding the

receivers and reminding them that the objects in the box are closely linked to the

story.

Q2: What do you imagine the sender to be like? - Stimulating the

imagination about the provider based on the box contents.

Q3: What activities would fit this place? - The answers of this question

are the label that the provider chose for the secret spot in the pairing survey. The

labels help the receivers understand what activities could be done in the secret

spot, thus building expectations while avoiding negative surprises.
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Q4: What do you think would be the best time to visit the place? -

As with Q3, the answers are the tags that the provider chose in the pairing survey

to trigger the imagination.

In the answer sheet, besides the labels chosen by the secret spot provider, I

designed blank spaces for receivers to record their own experiences.

Figure 3.15 Explanation of the think sheet

The second item added to the finalized design is the nearby spot card (figure

3.16). Adding peripheral location information builds users’ impressions of the

surrounding area, thus enhancing the motivation to visit the site. In previous tests,

users’ feedback indicated that they wanted a trip centering on the secret spot,

but “looking up the surrounding locations was a hassle” (participant 7, refined

prototype test), so “being fed with the knowledge of the place passively” (participant

15, refined prototype test) is a good choice. On the other hand, as found in the

updated prototype, they weighed the time spent on transportation and the actual

on-site experience for some secret spots far from the receiver’s residence. If a place

is too far, visiting only the secret spot may not be worth a long-time journey.

Providing more locations that are likely to capture the user’s attention proposes

a richer experience at the site, and the researcher expect this design to improve

the user’s motivation to travel to the secret spot.

The card was designed with consideration of both place variety and distance.

The researcher selected locations within a 30-minute walking distance from the
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secret spot in Google Maps that were rated relatively high (visitors scored four

or more). Each card includes at least one dining-related place, e.g., a cafe or

restaurant, and one sightseeing location, such as a museum or historical site.

Figure 3.16 Explanation of the nearby spot card

To conclude for the story card set design, the researcher made the thematic

cards building on the provider’s experiences. The story card set intended to enrich

the imagination of the secret spot. The cards guide the receivers to associate the

objects in the box with the secret spot to provide the user with a comprehensive

impression of the destination.

On-site kit and At-home kit

The previous tests revealed various ways to enjoy the box. Both the at-home and

on-site experience are essential elements in this design. To better support the

different stages in the user’s experience, the box contents were divided into an

on-site kit and an at-home kit (figure 3.17). An at-home kit supports users to

use the items at home for imaginary thinking and then build an impression of the
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secret spot. The on-site kit assists users in expanding the experience to the site

and enjoying the time of exploring the secret spot.

The new story cards mentioned in the previous section are placed in different

kits. The at-home kit includes the think sheet answer card that allows receivers to

imagine the provider and secret spot before heading to the destination. The on-

site kit includes a nearby spot information card that motivates users to explore

the secret spot. In addition, my teammate designed a photo prop, which is a

transparent card in the shape of a picture frame for each on-site kit. They are the

memento to remind users to visit the secret spot and make a good memory. The

two kits are packaged separately to guide the users and to improve the problem

of unclear descriptions of the items in the previous prototype tests.

Figure 3.17 Example of the on-site and at-home kits

Other elements

Besides the items related to the secret spot, there are chocolates and stickers as

giveaways in the box. A brochure and a thank you card are enclosed to build a

brand image (figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18 Example of other elements in the box

3.7.2 Experience design

Optional customization

The final design retains the option for optional customization because it brought

users a generally positive experience in the previous test. Users could make cus-

tomization choices in two aspects.

First, users could choose the role of their participation in this activity, being a

provider, a receiver, or experiencing both. The secret spots collected in previous

tests ensure the service operator has a certain number of locations available to the

user and, therefore, being a spot provider is not a mandatory requirement when

participating.

Second, the receivers can choose whether or not they want a random box. A

questionnaire will collect data and recommend a secret spot to those who want

a customized secret spot. The receivers can choose whether they want a box in

their place of residence. They can also select the labels from the spot attributes

that match their preferences to get recommendations from the pairing algorithm.

The options of the questionnaire and the recommendation algorithm are kept

consistent with those of the refined prototype. If a user participates in this service

multiple times, they will not be assigned the same box. The service operator keeps

the previous records and thus sends a different box to the receiver.
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User’s experience

Users of this service go through a four-stage experience fostered by the artifacts

in the cultural surprise box. Figure 3.19 demonstrates the user’s experience.

Figure 3.19 Users experience and value proposition

The first stage is the indirect blind box exchange, where the provider recalls

the experience in the secret spot. The service operator curates a box based on

this experience and sends the surprise box to the receiver. The second stage is

the at-home experience. Receivers read story cards and use the goods and think

sheets to imagine and build their knowledge of the secret spot. Some receivers
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may also share stories about the box with family or friends during this stage. The

third stage is the on-site experience, where the receiver travels to the secret spot

and enjoys the place. They could refer to the provider’s experience or use props

in the on-site kit to explore the surrounding area and build their own Memorable

Tourism Experience. The last stage is the indirect experience exchange, where the

receiver can share the experience about the secret spot with the provider through

the service operator.

Through the four stages of experience, this service intends to propose several

fundamental values to users, which will be further interpreted in the next section.

3.7.3 Value proposition

Through the interaction with the artifact and the user’s experience fostered by

the artifact, this service provides users with the opportunity to build and rein-

force their MTEs. Generating good memories related to the secret spot aims to

contribute to people’s well-being in their leisure time. As figure 3.19 shows, values

are proposed to the two sides along with their experience in the four stages. The

following values are proposed to the provider and receiver.

Providers

Providers participate in the initial and concluding phases of the user experience.

They serve as both the starting and ending points of the exchange.

First, they review previous MTEs to determine a suitable place when searching

for a secret spot to recommend. Thus, their previous MTEs were reinforced.

Secondly, the provider narrates their stories about the secret spot to the service

provider, inspired by the questions in a survey. It prompts the provider to recall

details of past experiences and fosters a sense of nostalgia.

Thirdly, during the second and third stages, when receivers explore the secret

spot, providers await the contribution of their shared messages. It will evoke

feelings of anticipation as they imagine the receiver’s experiences.

In the last stage, after waiting, the provider is surprised to receive feedback

unexpectedly one day. Completing the sharing and exchanging experiences will

provide the provider with a sense of fulfillment. Depending on the extent to which
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the receivers describe their experience, the provider may be able to reinforce their

impressions of the secret spot, thereby boosting their MTE.

Receivers

For the receiver, the proposed values are based on their entire user experience as

they proceed through all four stages.

In the first stage, receiving an unknown box will evoke a sense of surprise. In

the second stage, receivers explore the box at home. The story stimulates their

imagination regarding the provider and secret spot. In addition, receivers make

inferences as they use the items following the guidance. The receivers construct

a cognitive and affective image of the destination based on their imaginings and

deductions.

In the third stage, receivers’ MTEs are co-created during their visit to the secret

spot. They can associate the provider’s narrative, and encounter new experiences

by exploring the surrounding area. The visit reinforces the destination image

established in the previous phase.

In the final stage, sending feedback messages allows the customer to reflect on

their experience, thereby reinforcing the MTE and fostering a sense of satisfaction

from sharing with the provider.

The preceding value propositions are summarized based on theoretical context

and prior user testing. According to the S-D Logic, successful value offerings are

those that are recognized by users in the service context. User tests will validate

whether the final design successfully delivers these values to users. The validation

will be elaborated on in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

In the previous chapter, the design process answered the research questions at

each stage through the iteration and testing of the prototypes. It determines the

final artifact and user experience design of the service. This service exchanges

MTE-based experiences between strangers. Through the indirect exchanges, the

provider’s MTE becomes an opportunity for receivers to create their own MTE.

This chapter elaborates on the evaluation of the value proposition. The follow-

ing research questions were raised in accordance with the value proposition, of

which the answers unfold the values that users accept in the service process.

• RQ1: Whether the blind box brings about extended experiences?

• RQ2: Whether the contents of the cultural blind box build a destination

image for receivers?

• RQ3: Whether users generate MTEs through on-site experience?

• RQ4: Whether the provider’s experiences co-create the receiver’s MTEs

through indirect exchange?

The evaluation went through two phases. The first phase aimed to obtain

a large number of users’ general opinions about the artifact design through an

online simulation test and to recruit users interested in the design concept to

participate in the second validation phase. The second phase was a physical user

test to gain insights from the actual user experience. This chapter will specify the

methodology, the user test implementation, the results, and the reflection.
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4.1. Research Design

4.1.1 Props

Different props were used for the two phases of evaluation. Phase 1 used video

for testing online, and phase 2 used a tangible box to simulate the actual service

process.

The reason for conducting an online simulation test in phase 1 was to invite a

wide range of users, regardless of limitations in their physical location. The sim-

ulation consisted of two videos - a concept video and an unboxing video, followed

by a survey (figure 4.1). The concept video demonstrates the user experience, as

shown in figure 3.19, with the captions stating the proposed values. The second

video is a first-person perspective unboxing video that simulates the at-home ex-

perience stage in the user experience, showing the participant all the box contents

in a designed sequential order. After watching both videos, the user fills out a

two-part survey.

In phase 2, users received the tangible box presented in the final design section

(figure 3.13). The service operator curated the box contents, matched it according

to the receiver’s requirement in customization, and sent it with the letter pack

service of Japan Post to create the environment for testing. By receiving the box,

participants could experience the whole service process. After that, the box in-

cludes a thank-you card with the feedback survey QR code to collect participants’

feedback.

Figure 4.1 Simulation test process
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4.1.2 Sample selection

The target samples of the evaluation were spontaneous participants. Anyone

with access to a poster explaining the design concept could attend the simulation

test. Attending the tests was a filter to recognize people interested in this service

concept.

In phase 1, posters and QR codes for the simulation test were distributed

through multiple channels, including the research team members’ SNS, the gradu-

ate school’s Slack (an online workspace) channel, and unofficial chat groups. The

mock test was open from April 14 until April 29, lasting 15 days. The target

number of respondents was a hundred. Due to the networking of the research

team, we expect participants mainly to come from Japan and China.

The participants of the phase 2 user test were recruited from those who attended

the simulation test. This way, it is more likely to recruit people who had learned

about the service concept from the simulation test and are interested in the design

concept rather than a random passerby. At the end of the survey in phase 1, users

could sign up for the follow-up physical user test. Only those living in Japan and

China could sign up for the physical test because of the researcher’s resource

constraints that mailing to the other countries would result in unmanageable test

length and cost. The target number of participants is thirty, which doubled the

number in the refined prototype test.

4.1.3 Data

The evaluation primarily used quantitative research methods, with a simulation

survey and a feedback survey designed for two evaluation phases to collect data on-

line. In addition, two qualitative methods, interview and participant observation,

were also used in the second phase to understand the insights of the participants

with different roles in the test. This section will explain the survey design and

other qualitative data collection methods in detail.

Survey

The main part of the simulation test feedback survey included questions related

to three topics. The first topic was whether the box content provokes imagination.
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These questions were intended to confirm whether the final artifact design could

drive participants’ imagination. The second topic was whether the box helped the

user build an impression of the destination, which was intended to know the user’s

tendency regarding the RQ1. Questions on these two topics were mainly measured

by a 1 to 7 Likert Scale. The third topic asked users how to use the box at home

and on-site through multiple choice. The options were statements drawn from the

previous prototype test interviews. In addition, there was an open-ended question

to collect users’ opinions on the possible application scenarios of this service.

The survey questions in phase 2 touched upon four topics: the ways of ex-

perience, agreement with the value propositions, the measurement of MTE and

destination image, and the feedback to the provider. The options or statements

for the questions on the first two topics were extracted from the previous interview

coding. In the third topic, the MTE measurement refers to variables from Kim’s

study [1], of which I chose two factors (novelty and meaningfulness) and one di-

mension (recollection) from the original study, as these three factors are closely

related to the value that this service can provide. The items of each variable are

in reference to the research of Wei et al. [5]. Destination image is measured using

three variables (affective, cognitive, and unique image). Affective image items

referred to the study of Marques et al. [14]. The items of cognitive image and

unique image were extracted from the definition of these two dimensions in the

previous study [16] [37], combining the context of this service. The users score the

items on a 1 to 7 Likert scale. Last but not least, at the end of the main body,

questions collected feedback from the receivers. Users could choose their own way

to express their feelings, including a multiple-choice question with pre-set notes

of thanks, open-ended questions, and uploading images or photos.

In addition to the primary surveys, two extra tests were designed to explore

the sustainable operation of this service. The first one charged the participant

to investigate the appropriate price of the service. Participants could voluntarily

transfer the amount they are willing to pay to the researcher team with knowing

the cost of the box. The second one aims to find the potential service operator in

the tourism field. The short survey is distributed to the travel promotion-related

institutions through public contacts. The main body of the questionnaire con-

sisted of scale questions on the value proposition. The statements were extracted
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from the “possible application scenarios” answers in the simulation test survey.

Qualitative data

Interviews were the primary method to obtain qualitative data during the eval-

uation. Three participants were invited for interviews: two on-site visitors who

experienced the designed user experience by visiting the secret spot and the par-

ticipant who was both the provider and the receiver in this test.

The participatory observation was conducted as one of the on-site visitors was

a family member of the researcher, who invited me to visit the secret spot with

him. He had no knowledge of the evaluation process, and the decision to visit the

secret spot was spontaneous. During the visit, no extra information was given to

the participant to avoid influencing his decision-making. I participated as a travel

companion, took photos, and observed the user’s actions during the visit.

In addition, many participants took photos and videos of themselves receiving

or opening the boxes and shared them with the research team or on SNS platforms.

These unanticipated quantitative data reveal users’ emotions and actions when

receiving the box.

4.2. Phase 1: Unboxing simulations

4.2.1 Participants

A hundred and three participants attended the simulation test. Figure 4.2 shows

the participants’ demographic information.

The age of the participants covered a range from minors to seniors, with the

largest age segment being 18-25 years old. Female participants made up the

majority of participants. Students and full-time employees were the primary re-

spondents. In terms of place of residence, twelve participants from other countries

and regions, in addition to China and Japan, took part in the simulation test.

As the sample selection section mentioned, the participants spontaneously at-

tended the simulation test. Hence the demographic information collected rec-

ognizes a general portrait of the target users who show interest in the service.

However, the survey distribution may have causes possible bias. The limited in-
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terpersonal networking of the researcher’s team did not reach a broad enough age

group, and the test was distributed online, which could not reach people who

usually have less internet exposure.

Figure 4.2 Participants of the simulation test

4.2.2 Artifacts that fosters imagination

The items in the box were designed as imaginative stimuli. The simulation test

results showed that this value offering was accepted by users, who considered that

the items in the box aroused their imagination about the destination.

The statistics show that 86% of respondents agree with the statement that “It

arouses my imagination towards the spot.” In the survey, participants rated how

each item triggered their imagination. Figure 4.3 visualizes the users’ scores on

a Likert Scale. This table’s primary axis (horizontal axis at the bottom) shows

the percentage of participants’ scores. Each color in a bar represents the segment

of users who rated that score. The length of each color indicates the segment’s

percentage of the whole respondent. The primary axis has positive and negative
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values to distinguish between positive and negative opinions. The secondary axis

(upper horizontal axis) shows the original Likert scale (1 to 7), and the dots show

the average score given by users for each item.

The bars lean to the right show that users are optimistic about whether the

items in the box stimulate their imagination. The photo is the most inspiring

object, with 54.49% rated 7, and 89.32% of the participants gave a positive rating

(score higher than 4). The letter followed, with 23.30% of the respondent rated 7

and 69.90% of the respondent giving a positive rating. In contrast, think sheets

and maps have less stimulation to users’ imagination. The positive rating for the

think sheet is 49.51%, less than a half, and there were 4.85% of respondents (5

people) rated 1, which represents that the item did not trigger their imagination

at all. This result is consistent with the previous refined prototype test when

the user satisfaction scores for the box item showed that the artifacts related

to the provider’s experience were the box’s core while the other items played a

supporting role.

Figure 4.3 Participants’ opinions on artifacts as stimuli of imagination
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4.2.3 Positive destination impression

The secret spot sample chosen for the simulation test was a shrine in Kagurazaka,

Tokyo. The survey results partially answered RQ1, which is that the content of

the blind box created a positive impression about the place for the users.

Participants’ familiarity with the place varies. Some are familiar with the place

as residents, while some not have heard of the place at all. Figure 4.4 shows the

variation of impressions among participants with different levels of familiarity with

the location beforehand. The vast majority of opinions lean toward establishing

a positive impression. For 80.58% of the participants, the box created certain

positive impressions, regardless of whether they were familiar with the location

before seeing the box.

The participants who were most familiar with the place scored highest, with

80% scoring over 6, indicating that they established a positive impression the

most. For users who had been there, the extent of building positive impressions

was not as great, with 31.25% stating neutral and 6.25% stating a negative change.

Therefore, there seems to be no positive correlation between familiarity and build-

ing a positive impression. It is not necessarily the case that the more familiar the

participant is with a place, the service positively changes their impression. Nev-

ertheless, which dimension of the destination image was built is to be validated

through phase two.

4.2.4 Negative feedback

Only one user gave a negative opinion (scored 2, negatively changed) for impres-

sion formation (graph 4.3). In the “participants’ opinion on artifacts work as

stimuli” mentioned in the previous section, unlike most of the respondents’ opin-

ions, this user gave an average score of 3.5, with the lowest score being 1 for the

photo and the highest score being 5 for the letter, map, and think sheet. The

rating indicates that the contextual items performed better on this participant

than the visual elements.

There was another participant who showed a negative attitude to this service.

For both the imagination stimuli question and the value proposition question, this

respondent gave straight 1s in her answer. In the open-ended question, she stated
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Figure 4.4 Changes in participants’ impressions of the destination

that “I think the service is very boring and the video does not interest me even

a little bit,” and specifically mentioned that she would “just throw the box in the

drawer” (participant 14, simulation test).

The two users who held relatively passive opinions about this service have one

thing in common: they both checked the option “I have always been interested in

this area/site” in the question about their motivation for visiting the secret spot.

Their negative comments suggest that the service does not meet the expectations.

4.2.5 Value delivery

The unboxing video simulated the user experience of the first two stages of the

service for the receiver, receiving the box and exploring the contents associated

with this secret spot at home. As described at the end of Chapter 3, the values

proposed in these two stages are gaining a sense of surprise and establishing a

destination image. Survey results of a value proposition question initially validated

that users accepted these two values (figure 4.5).

Of the 103 respondents, 37.86% strongly agreed that they felt surprised after
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watching the video, and 33.98% strongly agreed that they imagined the location.

The percentages of people who scored positively on these two statements were

both over 80%. However, it is worth noting that users who disagreed with the

sense of surprise (scoring less than 4) also accounted for 7.76%.

Figure 4.5 Participants’ opinion on value proposition

In addition, from the previous interviews, other values were extracted as state-

ments in the question for users to score. Of these statements, users agreed the

most that the service evokes the desire to travel. It seems that participants easily

associated this service with the tourism field. An open-ended question asked par-

ticipants what possible scenarios this service could be used. The 30 valid responses

were grouped into three categories: tourism, memento, and social networking (fig-

ure 4.6). The potential values in tourism were further divided into two themes

with the common denominator of exposing a location’s culture to the user and

creating a cultural contact between the user and a destination.

Memento was also a significant potential value proposed by the users. In addi-

tion to commemorating special events, three participants suggested that the box

could serve as a memorial to everyday life. Mols et al. noted that mundane every-

day life becomes difficult to commemorate because of the lack of adequate media,

such as photographs or objects. Participants’ answers implied that the cultural
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box could serve as a medium for recording daily experiences. Moreover, a few

participants suggested that the box had value as a trigger for social networking,

and two proposed that the service could be a medium for building interpersonal

relationships.

Figure 4.6 Potential scenarios to utilize this service

To summarize the first phase of the evaluation, it validated that the final design

triggered the imagination of the box receivers and build a positive impression of

the secret spot, with the photo as the most influential item. Users recognized that

the box brought a sense of surprise while suggesting other potential values, such

as the box acting as a touch point of contact with local culture and users or as a
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memento of life. While most users’ opinions on the service were on the positive

side, it is essential to note that the survey received responses of dislike for the

service.

4.3. Phase 2: Final user test

The physical test in evaluation phase 2 simulates the entire process of this service,

and users can decide their own way to experience this service once they receive the

box. This section analyzes the data to answer the four research questions posed at

this chapter’s beginning and validate whether users accepted the value proposition.

The evaluation also unfolds the values that emerged from the practice.

4.3.1 Participants

To ensure that the user test participants were interested in the concept of the

service and not just random users who wanted free giveaways, the research team

recruited participants from the simulation test respondents. We sent tangible

boxes to 36 people who completed the sign-up by answering the pairing survey.

The box contained a research feedback survey QR code and a price test payment

QR code, which the users answer voluntarily.

Thirty-five of the 36 participants took the price test, and 34 people answered

the survey. The demographic information (figure 4.7) collected through the ques-

tionnaire showed that the users participating in the test were mainly the young

generation, female, full-time students, and full-time employees, with half of them

living in China and half in Japan. All of them took the role of the receiver, and

2 of them offered their secret spots as providers.

The reliability test of the survey results shows that the Cronbach alpha co-

efficient1 calculated for the 55 non-open-ended options in the main body of the

survey was 0.847. A coefficient of more than 0.8 is usually considered to have high

reliability of the data, and therefore the feedback given by the test participants is

credible.

1 Calculated by an online SPSS analysis platform SPSSAU: https://spssau.com/indexs.html
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Figure 4.7 Participants of the final user test

4.3.2 An experience dominant blind box

The first evaluated value is related to the artifact design. This service aims to

design an experience-dominant blind box that offers a unique experience compared

to conventional blind boxes. Users acknowledged that the blind box was novel

and the items inside the box derived user’s experience that was worth sharing. In

addition, they disclosed that the blind box helped them to determine their travel

destinations.

A novel blind box

According to previous user tests, the curated blind box provides the user with

a sense of novelty, with receivers expressing “anticipation before arrival” (Par-

ticipant 35) and “a sense of surprise when I received the box” (Participant 9).

Additionally, users provided positive feedback regarding the matching outcomes

of the pairing algorithm. Participant 21 stated that the location corresponded to

her intended destination.

The feedback survey asked users the extent they concur with the blind box’s

value. All respondents agreed that the box were distinguished from a traditional
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blind box (figure 4.8). Most users (82.29%) identified the provider’s experience as

the source of its uniqueness. Multiple participants stated that they believed the

recommendation to be genuine. For example, participant 12 reported sensing the

recommender’s sincerity. Participant 19 found the experience to be heartwarm-

ing. Participant 5’s opinion summed up as he believed the recommendation was

comprehensive, allowing the user to use the multiple senses to empathize with the

provider’s experience using multi-mediums. The provider’s willingness to offer

such detailed information suggests that their experience is genuine and reliable.

Figure 4.8 Participants’ opinions on the values of the blind box

The tangible box allowed users to read the text inside the box more carefully

than in the simulation test. Among the items, the letter was the most imaginative

object (figure 4.9). All participants agreed that letters stimulated imagination,

with 88% of people scoring higher than “agree” (15 strongly agree and 15 agree),

and no one choosing a neutral answer. This result surpasses the score of photos

from the simulation test. The letter is a medium of storytelling in the box that

involves the participants. Through storytelling, even if the receiver and provider

come from different cultural backgrounds, there is an opportunity to build empa-

thy by sharing similar life experiences. Participant 10 in China, who received a
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secret spot from a provider in Japan, stated in her survey, “I could not help to

be misty-eyed during the exploration......Or maybe the place and recommender’s

words reminded me of the short but happy study abroad life.” The test results

are consistent with Smith’s study that storytelling could surpass the boundary of

cultural and demographic differences to create vivid impressions [8].

Figure 4.9 Participants’ opinions on artifacts as stimuli of imagination (final)

Therefore, although only a minority (20.59%) of users believed this blind box

to be more cost-effective than the standard blind box (figure 4.8), the originality

of this service is to deliver a genuinely positive experience to the users rather than

a cost-effective assortment of small goods.

A worthy experience to share

The unboxing experience worked well with the support of the components in the

final design.

First, 70.59% of users (figure 4.10) felt that the tag for classification and text

guided them to draw an inference. Second, the new on-site kit in the box has been

frequently mentioned by users. Not only do the users who visit secret spot take
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Figure 4.10 Participants’ interpretation of the box contents

it to the site, but also the users at home show interest in this kit. The nearby

spot information card played different roles for the visitors and those who enjoyed

the box at home. The two visitors mentioned using the card to learn about the

surrounding area because “I’m out anyway, so I can stop by and look around.”

(Participant 5, final user test) The at-home experiencers used it to build the des-

tination image, which will be discussed in the next section. The frame-shaped

photo prop seems attractive, and many participants highlighted the card in their

feedback photos sent to the service operator (figure 4.11). Some users took it

outside, and although it was not the recommended secret spot, they used it as

a prop to record a street scene. This photo prop extended the user’s experience

with this service, while another user achieved the same goal with different props.

Participant 3 decorated the paper package box with stickers from the at-home kit.

She felt this “prolonged the experience” and hoped that future boxes would con-

sider this a design factor. Their behaviors validate the service’s value proposition

that the cultural blind box extended the user’s experience.

The unboxing experiences attracted receivers to record and tell a story about it,
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Figure 4.11 Participants’ usage of box contents

which demonstrated that they regarded it a memorable experience. Eighteen users

captured images or videos while exploring the box. Some posted it on social media,

while others shared it directly with the service provider (figure 4.12). Many users

added narrative comments, revealing their thoughts or emotions when opening the

box. According to Wan et al., using digital footprints, such as photographs and

videos, can materialize the narratives of individuals when recording MTEs [11].

According to the users’ narratives, some receivers view the at-home experience

as a journey (participants 2 and 8), whereas others view it as the start of a new

journey (participant 4). The receivers used the photos and videos as mementos

to commemorate a small event in daily life.

A solution for destination choice

The blind box extends the indoor user experience to the outdoors. Whether or

not the user chooses to visit the secret spot immediately, the blind box presents

the user with a destination option. Both two on-site visitors mentioned that the

presence of the blind box helped them save time in finding a travel destination

when they had a specific visit in mind, such as hanging out with close friends

and taking photos. For users who have only experienced the at-home stage to

date, establishing a destination image, which will be further discussed in the

next section, influences their decision-making in choosing a destination, thereby

validating the service’s value in assisting users’ travel decisions.
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Figure 4.12 Photos and videos shared by the receivers

Summary

Thus RQ 1 is answered by the validated value. Users extended their unboxing

experience by being involved into the at-home exploration and enjoying the secret

spot on-site. The blind box not only brought a sense of surprise to the users

but also created an extended experience, more than an ephemeral moment of

excitement, and differs significantly from existing goods-dominated blind boxes.

The foundation of this blind box is a personal experience that cannot be replicated

or mass-produced.
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4.3.3 Formation of destination image

In stage 2 of the user experience, this service proposes that users build a destina-

tion image through the at-home experience. In the actual test, providers were fond

of choosing their secret spot by the destination image, which drives the at-home

experiencer to build an affective image more than a cognitive image.

Providers

Providers select a secret spot to propose to others by assessing the destination’s

image to determine whether it is worthy of recommendation. As stated in Chap-

ter 2, the destination image consists of three dimensions: affective, cognitive, and

unique [34] [14]. The provider’s interview script (table 4.1) showed that her rea-

sons for selecting the secret spot encompassed all three dimensions. The unique

image was the first and most important requirement. Because “the secret spot is

about proposing places people don’t know about” (participant 18, final user test).

Following is the cognitive image, in which other sites in the surrounding region

should have a similar style to the secret spot so that the receivers can experience

the activity that occurs in the secret spot in this area rather than only in one set

location. Participant 24 expressed similar sentiments in her letter, pointing out

that the areas surrounding the secret spot are also worth exploring.

Surprisingly, the affective dimension indicated the provider’s motivation in

terms of the emotional bond between people and locations. Participant 18 ex-

pressed a desire to promote the ambiance of a city she appreciated from a local’s

perspective, as well as the emotion she experienced in that atmosphere. She stated

that her “mission as a provider” would be fulfilled if the other person could iden-

tify with it. This was a common objective of the providers. Fourteen of the 19

secret spots discovered during the five rounds of testing were frequented places,

such as neighborhoods, schools, and workplaces. Providers instinctively sought

secret spots that made them feel mentally at ease and calm. It is customary

for them to provide receivers with a local perspective on the emotional state of

relaxation. People create positive ties with places [64], which is defined as “the

emotional attachment that people have with specific places where they choose to

stay and feel comfortable and secure” [23] in to environmental psychology.
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Table 4.1 Interview script coding about the provider’s criteria in recommendation
Theme Codes Dimension of DI

Place with special features Unique

Want to recommend a niche place Unique

Think about the surrounding area when recommend Cognitive

Recommend an area has places with similar features Cognitive

Recommend from a local’s perspective Affective

Desire to deliver the emotion of that time Affective

Evaluate based on destination image

Desire to deliver the atmosphere of the place Cognitive & affective

Receivers

The survey findings (figure 4.13) indicate the scores of the receivers on the three di-

mensions of destination image variables. The majority of participants constructed

destination images to some degree, with the affective image earning the highest

level of approval (mean value of the five variables is 6.06). Regarding knowledge of

local weather and cuisine, the cognitive image is weak. The scores for the unique

dimension indicate that the service is the main way to build up an impression for

participants.

Figure 4.13 Participants’ scores on dimensions of destination image
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The user test also confirmed that the box’s contents generated several ap-

proaches to construct the destination image (table 4.2). The first approach was

that the box evoked the experience of the participants’ previous visits to the city

where the location was located. For example, participant 35 said, “I think this

secret spot is in Shanghai. I have a good impression of Shanghai,” and participant

31 said, “when I saw the photo, I recalled the feeling of the sea breeze on my face

in Yokohama.” For these users, the service invokes and enhances the previous

image of the destination. Second, the information inspires the user’s imagina-

tion regarding the objective environment of the site. For instance, user 5 stated,

“The map tells me that this place is by the sea”; and several people envisioned the

weather conditions of the site; yet, their understanding of the destination’s climate

received the lowest score on the feedback survey. The other way of constructing

a destination image was that the users initiatively looked for more information

through other channels. User 36, for example, looked for a first-view virtual tour

video on YouTube and “referred to other information sources” to discover more

about this secret spot. Last but not least, the most straightforward method is

visiting the site to obtain a first-hand impression of the destination.

Table 4.2 Interview script coding on receivers’ formation of DI
Theme Codes

Building up destination image

Recall the impression of the destination city

Trigger old memories

Imagine the physical atmosphere (whether) in the secret spot

Gain cognitive impression from the map

Find a virtual tour

Be motivated to search more information about this place

Sense the local atmosphere on-site

Sense the same atmosphere described in the box

Summary

To briefly summarize the delivery of the destination image and respond to RQ2,

the provider in this service incorporates three dimensions of the destination image

as a metric for determining their secret spot, although this may be an unconscious

behavior. A significant majority of the providers recommended the secret spot
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from a local perspective, communicating the relaxed and comfortable emotional

state of someone who knows the region well. The receivers constructed the des-

tination image of the place by reviewing past perceptions, fostering imagination,

actively pursuing additional information, and gaining experience in the field. The

highest level of agreement among the three dimensions was attained by construct-

ing an affective image. The proposed values were accepted by the users, just as

participant 8 concluded her at-home experience, “I know about the place, and then

get familiar with it, and at last be fond of it”.

4.3.4 Formation of MTE

The third phase of the designed user experience consisted of users gaining access

to the secret spot to collect MTEs. User testing confirmed that participants who

visited the place developed their own MTEs. Nonetheless, it was surprising to

learn that this service enabled at-home experiencers to enhance their existing

MTEs and acquire new ones as well.

The service proposes to users meaningful, novel, and memorable experiences.

Three relevant dimensions from Kim’s scale for measuring MTE were adopted for

evaluation. User feedback (figure 4.14) indicates that the majority of users agree

with the MTE statements, validating that the service builds MTE for users, with

novelty receiving the most approval. Users consider the service to be distinct

(62% strongly agree) and novel (59% strongly agree) compared to other travel

experiences, and they encountered new things during the experience (44% strongly

agree). On the meaningfulness dimension, users were more likely to agree that

the experience was meaningful, whereas 19% disagreed that the experience was

relevant to helping them better understand themselves.

On-site visitors

The interviews of the two receivers (table 4.3) who visited the secret spot revealed

that the experience associated with the context was the component of the visit

they recall most vividly. Even in the same secret spot, encountering random

events can vary from visit to visit. Participant 4 witnessed a dragon boat race

at the pier in Yokohama because he visited the secret spot during the Chinese
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Figure 4.14 Participants’ scores on dimensions of MTE

Dragon Boat Festival. Participant 1 went out for the first time following a three-

month lockdown in Shanghai to visit the secret spot, and she was impressed by

a coffee shop that had been redecorated with a lockdown theme. These visitors’

experiences related to seasons, public events, and festivals exceed the expectations

established by the destination’s image. A special case was that during the user

test, participant 18 revisited her recommended secret spot. Her last visit was five

or six years ago, and she remarked that the street’s atmosphere had remained the

same. However, new elements made her feel differently, which enriched her MTE.

All of the visitors to the site were accompanied by family or friends. They

mentioned that there were enjoyable moments when they did something with their

companions that made the trip memorable and gave meaning to their visit. In

addition to unanticipated events, extra meanings contribute to the development of

the visitors’ MTEs, which may explain why, when interviewed, site visitors rarely

express empathy for the provider.
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Table 4.3 Interview script coding on visitor’s MTEs
Theme Codes

Novelty of the service Unique service that haven’t seen before

Tangible box as a novel thing in the current society

Just like opening a blind box

A sense of novelty and surprise to get recommendation from strangers

Imaginate using multiple senses triggered by the artifacts

Want a random box for next time

Memorable experience on-site (recollection) Explored an undiscovered place in a familiar area

Did something special

Encountered special experience relevent to the lockdown

Encountered seasonal events

Remembered Impressive happenings

Did things that don’t usually do

Meaningfulness The place is connected with fun memories

Meaningful experience with family member

At-home experiencers

In contrast to the visitor, the at-home experiencer’s MTEs are generated through

empathy with the provider. Exploring the box became an MTE for the at-home

experiencers based on the provider’s narrative. Participant 18 repeatedly exam-

ined the box’s contents and reported that she “remembered all the information

about that place.” Participant 19 remarked the at-home experience as an “joy-

ful 30mins exploration.” In addition, their at-home experience stimulated them

to recall previous MTEs. Participant 35 recalled her previous visit to Shanghai

and remembered the particular dress she wore at that time. And participant 31

sent the provider the most impressive photograph from her previous visit to this

secret spot as a response. By connecting the provider to their own experience,

the at-home experiencer managed to give the destination’s image meaning and

reinforced previous MTEs.

In the final test, the number of visitors to the site was still low. From the

36 boxes sent, 13 users received a secret spot accessible (within 1.5 hours via

public transportation), yet two users visited the site and completed the entire

user experience. There are two possible explanations for this: one is that there

was a time limit on the user test, and the users did not have the leisure time to go

within the time limit but instead planned to go afterward. 61.76% of respondents

indicated that they had saved the location for a future visit. Another probability
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is that participants felt their experience at home was adequate and did not ask for

on-site practice. While the on-site visitors’ interview is convincing that gaining

personal MTE through visits enhances the service experience, this service should

continue investigating how to entice people to visit the site.

Summary

As a summary of the MTE development and response to RQ3, the visitors’ MTE

was highly correlated with the context they encountered and the personal mean-

ings derived from shared experiences with their companions. Meanwhile, the ex-

periential services provided by the box motivated at-home experiencers, reinforced

previous MTEs, and built MTEs to the secret spot.

4.3.5 Co-creation experience

In the fourth stage of the user experience, the completion of the indirect exchange

between the provider and receiver is expected to co-create their experience. User

test effectively validates the value proposition and provides insights for the sus-

tainable operation of the service.

Receiver

The receiver confirmed that the provider’s experience is a significant component of

their user’s experience. The fact that receivers learned about the place primarily

through boxes based on the provider’s experience made the at-home participants

felt connected to the provider when exploring the box. The connection-related

codes are summarized in table 4.4 based on survey responses and unboxing videos

from receivers.

Notably, the receivers actively emphasize their similarities with the provider,

and as a result, some users develop a desire to become acquainted with the

provider. Participant 35 directly expressed that she wanted to be a friend with

the provider in the unboxing video and post it on her social media. Participant 18

suggested that he would like to know the provider’s contact information if he got

the box from the same person more than three times. Meanwhile, participants

who would like to enjoy the secret spot on their own without interaction with the
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providers highlighted the comfort brought by this service, as they were not forced

to comment on the recommendation.

In addition, figure 4.15 demonstrates that all users agree (with 53.00% of them

strongly agree) that they would experience the secret spot in the way suggested by

the provider, indicating that they would like to gain empathy on-site by imitating

the provider’s way of enjoying the secret spot. The response to this question also

demonstrates that repeating the provider’s experience is compatible with users’

desire to explore the secret spot in their own way.

Table 4.4 Interview and feedback coding on the theme of connection
Theme Codes

Imagine the provider according to the box contents

Build positive image of the provider

Empathize with the provider

Empathize with the scenario in the letter

Empathize through eating the snacks

Desire of making friends with provider

Find common point with the provider

Desire to know provider who shares the common point

Feel connect to the provider

Sense the warmness from the provider

Connection with the provider

Receive the shared the memory from stranger

Provider

Providers have different needs for interaction with receivers, just as receivers have

different needs. Providers who want more interaction will use this service to find

receivers who resonate with them, and they will be satisfied when they receive

feedback from receivers. The message of the receiver created an experience for

the provider. Table 4.5 demonstrates the value felt by the provider when it receives

feedback. The result does not support the proposed value that the receiver’s mes-

sage should reinforce the provider’s MTE. Instead, the messages tested the effect

of sharing. Through the message, the provider gains insight into the receiver’s

thoughts and determines whether they successfully communicated the message
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Figure 4.15 Participants’ ways to experience on-site

they intended to convey. If the feedback indicates that the receiver can empathize

with the provider, the provider feels satisfied. By assessing empathy, the provider

proactively identifies the counterparty with whom they share a similar charac-

teristic. From the provider’s perspective, the indirect exchange created a new

experience of seeking empathy with the receivers.

Table 4.5 Provider’s interview coding on the theme of connection
Theme Codes

Provider’s mission Regard evoking receiver’s interest of the place as a mission of the provider

Find common point with other providers

Feel delight with the feedback that “we share something in common”

Find people with similar souls through the service

Ways of using the review cards Read every feedback card

Imagine the receiver

Differentiate each receiver

Gains from the indirect exchange The delivered message being accepted

Find common points from the feedback

Desire of making friends with the receiver

Take the initiative to contact the receiver who want to know the provider

Trigger conversation between online aquaintance

Co-creation fostered the opportunity for those who wished to build direct con-
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nections. Triggered by the indirect exchange, the two participants (18 and 35)

became each other’s SNS followers. The receiver posted a video of her unboxing

on social media and expressed a desire to become friends with the sender. The

provider observed the video forwarded by the service provider, took the initiative

to contact the receiver, and they established an online social connection. In fact,

socialization and friendship were not the original values intended to be promoted

by this service. While some users establish social relationships, others (e.g., par-

ticipant 1) strongly identify with the comfortable social distance granted by the

indirect exchange. The user test validated that participants can actively decide

how best to co-create experiences with one another in a manner with which they

are comfortable. This co-creation of experiences can be unilateral, where one party

influences the experience of the other, or bilateral, where both parties interact.

Role shift

After completing their user experience, two on-site visitors expressed an interest

in becoming a provider. Participant 1 realized, “At first, I didn’t consider rec-

ommending, but after experiencing this myself, I understood that it’s not bad to

tell others that there is a place like this, just to amaze others,” and participant 5

assumed, “It’s better to share the fun with others than to keep it for myself.”

This feedback is consistent with the provider’s description of the initial rationale

for recommending the secret spot. The motivation for the recommendation is a

positive experience. Participant 15 said, “as the provider, I want to convey the

good place, as well as some of the emotions I felt when I first saw it, and the vibe, to

the receiver.” It is important to note that in this service, the referee is a stranger, so

the provider consciously chooses to highlight the positive aspects of the location

when describing it to the recipient. This is distinct from recommending to a

friend. If the recommendation is made to a friend, the provider is more likely to

accompany the friend directly to the secret spot.

The potential role reversal prompted by the on-site experience indicated that the

service is sustainable. As stated in 4.3.3, the provider recommends the secret spot

based on the positive destination image, and the receiver elevates the destination

image through the on-site experience and obtains the MTE. If the receiver has a

positive experience, the destination image they acquire will be used as resource
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when they become a provider and offer others the opportunity to create new

experiences. Thus, in this service ecosystem (figure 4.16), the resources of one

actor (the provider) contribute to the acquisition of resources by another actor

(the receiver). The receiver’s newly acquired resources can continue to serve as the

foundation for the subsequent person’s experience. This exchange and derivation

of resources contribute to the sustainability of the service as an ecosystem.

Figure 4.16 The resource derivation in the service

Summary

To summarize experience co-creation and respond to RQ4, providers participated

in the resource acquisition process of receivers through indirect exchange by pro-

viding their existing resources. And the receiver’s response creates new insight

for the provider. The sharing and regeneration of resources among actors enable

the continuous operation of the service.

4.3.6 Sustainable offering

The research team acted as a service provider to facilitate the indirect exchange

between the provider and the receiver, ensuring that both the provider and the

receiver achieved their desired user experience. Curating the box provides artifacts

for the receiver to trigger destination images and MTEs while collecting feedback

provides material for the provider to evaluate the outcome of sharing and gain

new experiences. Therefore, the presence of the service operator is required for

both parties to exchange and acquire resources.
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The operation incurs operational costs, such as the cost of the box’s contents,

postage, and labor. To operate this service in a sustainable manner, participants

in the service exchange should cover this cost. Two potential business models

were proposed by the researchers. One is that end-users, who are the receivers,

cover the cost. The other is to involve a stakeholder in investing human resources

for operation. Both ways were explored in the final user test.

There was a pricing test that participants could participate voluntarily. Thirty-

five participants took part in the price test. Their payment was converted into

Japanese yen for analysis. Users were informed that the cost for box contents and

delivery was 500 JPY and then paid the amount they deemed appropriate via a

QR code. The median amount that users were willing to pay was 775 JPY (the

average is 795 JPY), which covers the box’s contents and shipping cost. However,

the amount was insufficient to cover the operator’s human resource costs.

Therefore, to enable this service’s ecosystem to function, it is necessary to iden-

tify the potential stakeholder’s willingness to invest in human resources. The

potential stakeholder’s motivation is to benefit from the service in exchange. Ac-

cording to the simulation test survey results, the participant believed the service

could be utilized in the travel and tourism industry as a destination promotion.

Institutions in the tourism field may benefit from attracting more visitors through

this service. The research team sent a survey to 8 Japanese travel and tourism

promotion organizations, including tourism bureaus, tourism exchange centers,

and tourism culture promotion associations. One incorporated public interest

foundation responded to the survey (figure 4.17). In general, the respondent had

a favorable opinion of the service. Consistent with the service’s primary purpose,

the respondent agreed that the service enables users to share their experiences in

a particular location with others. The respondent also slightly agreed with the

four value propositions regarding enhancing the travel experience for individu-

als. However, the respondent provided a neutral response to the statement that

the service facilitates communication between cultures and individuals of diverse

cultural backgrounds.

According to the results of these two surveys, the service’s target users are will-

ing to pay more than the service’s cost in exchange for the experience. However,

stakeholders should be involved in future service operations. Unfortunately, the
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sample size for the potential stakeholder survey is small. Although the respondent

has a generally positive attitude towards the service, further exploration is still

required for finding service operators.

Figure 4.17 The result of the survey sent to the potential stakeholders

4.4. Value in Context

Two user testing phases confirmed the values that users accepted. Phase 1 enrolled

103 participants and used an online simulation test to imitate the first two stages

of the user experience. The participants’ responses to the artifact design were

positive, and they confirmed the box can establish a certain level of the destination

image. Phase 2 involved 36 users participating in a physical test that simulated

the entire service process. Figure 4.18 illustrates the value-in-context at each

stage. Compared to the value proposition in the final design (figure 3.19), the

perceived values are more abundant and diverse.

For the receivers, at-home experiencers used the artifacts in the box in vari-

ous ways to extend their experience by triggering imagination and empathy in

the receivers. They turned their process of exploring the box at home into the
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Figure 4.18 The values validated in the final user test
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MTE. Meanwhile, on-site visitors developed their MTE by gaining meaningful

experiences relevant to the context.

As for the providers, rather than looking at the MTEs, the providers evaluated

the destination image to see if a place is worth recommending. The tests also

revealed that providers unconsciously reviewed their attachment to places to de-

termine a secret spot. When they received feedback, providers perceive a value

different from the value proposition. They gained a new experience by learning the

receivers’ thoughts or experiences rather than consolidating the original MTEs.

Furthermore, the providers felt a sense of satisfaction from the indirect exchange

when their messages are successfully delivered to the receiver.

Thus, the four research question are answered by the value validation.

RQ1: The secret spot blind box differs from a traditional blind box in terms

of extending the user’s experience. The box is explored at-home, and it fosters

experiences on-site. It delivers experiences that influence the users in a long term.

RQ2: This service enables receivers to construct a destination image in various

ways, with the affective image being constructed most from the three dimensions

that consist of the destination image.

RQ3: Not only on-site visitors but also at-home experiencers acquired MTEs.

RQ4: Instead of passing on their knowledge, users co-generate new resources

and ensures the service’s long-term viability. The provider’s stories influence the

receiver’s MTEs. In return, the receiver’s feedback contributes to the provider’s

new experience. Furthermore, the receivers obtain the resources (DI and MTEs)

that qualify them to become a provider, allowing them to switch roles in the future

and ensure the service’s sustainability.

This design contributed to individuals’ recreational activities. The site visitors

acknowledged that this service offered them a specific and dependable weekend

option. Compared to the recommendations of the acquaintance, the hidden loca-

tion offers a sense of novelty (participant 1). It also contributed to a moment of

relaxation in people’s daily lives. Those who were located in the city during the

lockdown emphasized this fact in particular. Even though they were unable to

travel physically, their journey with the box had a similar effect in that it drew

people out of their daily routine and allowed them to relax for a moment. The

feedback provided by the recipient allowed the provider to ascertain the outcome
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of the recommendation, bringing psychological satisfaction.

There are also potential contributions that the service is unable to provide at

this stage, but which users of the simulation test believe have potential. This

service could be used to promote travel destinations and introduce international

visitors to authentic lifestyles (participant 8). It has the potential to be used as

a memento for a person’s significant experiences, such as remembering daily life

with family (participant 17), wedding (participants 50 and 60), and graduation

(participant 63).
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Conclusion

This design has investigated the possibility of enhancing and generating MTE

for users by facilitating the exchange of place-related experiences. The evaluation

identified both the proposed values and unexpected value-in-context. This chapter

will summarize the research, discuss its limitations, and offer new directions for

future research.

5.1. Summary of the research

This research is an S-D logic-based service design that incorporates users’ MTEs

about places as a resource to generate new values.

Travelers’ memorable tourist experiences about places satisfy their psycholog-

ical needs that cannot be met in their daily routines. A review of prior research

indicates that the construction of MTEs contributes positively to the well-being

of individuals. Moreover, novel and engaging travel experiences contribute to the

formation of MTE. However, the present design approach for engaging tourism

experiences has two limitations: the resources of previous and prospective vis-

itors to the place are not adequately integrated, and the daily lifestyle is not

acknowledged as an integral component of the culture.

This study sought to fill the gap by delivering a box containing an individual’s

experience in the place. Past visitors of the location are the story providers, and

they share their ordinary but genuine anecdotes with the service operator. The

service operator curates the contents of the box based on the story and sends it

to the receiver, who desires to build an MTE and is curious about such a place.

The receiver explores the box’s contents, forms an impression of the site, and

subsequently generates the MTE by visiting. The new MTE can be handed to
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the provider via the service operator, thereby completing the exchange. In this

process, the provider contributes to developing the receiver’s experience, which

generates new emotional values for the provider.

In order to determine the optimal method for converting experiences into box

contents, this study improved the artifact design and user experience by creating

and evaluating four prototypes to build the final design. In the final design, the

box included story cards, an at-home experience kit, and an on-site experience

kit. Exploring and using the content items allowed the receiver to enjoy four

stages of user experience after receiving the box: indirect exchange of the box,

at-home experience, on-site experience, and indirect exchange of the co-created

experiences. The provider is involved in two stages for indirect exchange.

This research has validated the value proposition through two rounds of user

testing. The story functioned as the primary content of the box, which users

widely acknowledged as a vital component of the co-creation experience. The

story evoked various emotions from users, such as nostalgia, surprise, and sensi-

tivity. Users identified this design as one that may differentiate itself from previous

goods-dominated blind boxes by facilitating new MTEs. Users have given pos-

itive reactions to the experience. They took the initiative to share photos and

videos of their exploration of the box, stating the positive emotions the service

brought to them as a joyful event in their mundane daily lives. Participants

who completed the user experience reported that they would take a different role

(provider/receiver) in the future, validating that the resources are integrated sus-

tainably.

The evaluation also confirmed that the service achieved its intended purpose

of constructing and consolidating MTEs for users. Beyond what was anticipated,

the participants generated value in diverse ways based on their roles, which are

briefed below.

On-site visitors and at-home experiencers

The on-site visitor, as expected, has acquired his or her own MTE by visiting

the spot, and the components of the new MTE were the occasional encountering

and the shared memories with travel companions.

Unexpectedly, the at-home experiencer participants skipped the third step of

the designed user experience, but they established an MTE via the cultural blind
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box. Elements of their MTE included imagining the box’s contents and building

empathy with the provider. Exploring the box was a virtual trip for them. The

formation of the at-home experiencer’s MTE was in line with Kim’s research that

the familiarity with the place can be established indirectly before the visit [16].

Providers and Receivers

For providers, telling their stories did remind them of MTE. However, their sat-

isfaction from indirect exchanges was not correlated with MTE. In recommending

a secret spot, providers evaluated the location based on its destination image.

When they have acquired the feedback from the receiver, the provider examined

not their original MTE but whether the message of the destination image was

accepted by the receiver completely. The provider was satisfied as the destination

image had been approved.

On the other hand, the receivers strengthened the MTEs through the indirect

exchange. Some receivers obtained the secret spot they had previously visited,

triggering the recollection of old memories. Others recalled the MTEs of other

places with similar atmospheres or functions through empathy and imagination,

despite not having visited the secret spot in their box.

In conclusion, this study validated that this blind box design based on experi-

ence exchange accomplished service exchange between actors. Through the user

experience, participants created and strengthened MTEs. Thus, the new resources

that support users to shift their roles in the service were generated, which enabled

the service to operate sustainably. Participants found the service effectively en-

riched their leisure time and created impressive travel experiences in their daily

lives, thus contributing to psychological relaxation. However, due to the length

of the research, several values identified during the process have not yet been

verified. The following section will describe the limitation of this study.

5.2. Limitation

This study has two limitations: the duration of the user test and the potential

stakeholders.

The duration of the user’s test restricted the researcher from gaining insights
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from participants with long-term experience. A complete user experience for this

service comprised both the at-home and on-site stages. The instant participants

received the box, they opened it and completed their at-home experience; never-

theless, the on-site experience requires the user’s leisure time. Relatively few users

visited the secret spot during the tests. The participants reported that they did

not have time to travel to the secret spot during the test or that their secret spot

was far and required a vacation for leisurely enjoyment. The refined prototype

test was in winter, and several participants wanted to visit the secret spot during

a more comfortable season, and one of them did in spring. The user’s experience

was designed to be flexible, where they should not be limited in when to visit the

place. However, due to the constraints of the research schedule, there were only

three weeks from the box distribution to the data collection for both the refined

prototype and the final user test. This study could not trace the participants

visiting this place at a specific time after the test, even though the final user test

verified the users’ intentions to visit.

Second, this research attempted to validate the anticipated future service provider

but was insufficient. The service operated by the research team highlighted the

importance of having a third party function as an intermediary between providers

and receivers. In order to provide a favorable experience for both sides, the third

party should be able to adequately interpret both the provider and the receiver’s

experiences through the curated box. From the perspective of service exchange,

the operator should be able to benefit from the service in exchange for the human

resources they are contributing. The researcher sent a survey to organizations in

the field of tourism promotion in search of possible stakeholders and only received

one data sample. The minimal sample size and scope resulted in a limited depth

and breadth of data to validate the potential service operator. During phase one

of the refined prototype test, users proposed scenarios to which they considered

the service could apply. Their opinions cover a wide range of scenarios in a variety

of fields such as healthcare, socialization, and cross-cultural exchange. However,

due to limited resources in connecting with the potential service operators, the

research team was unable to collect feedback from actors in other fields or indus-

tries.
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5.3. Future Works

As stated in the preceding section, the user-accepted values exceed the value

proposition in the design phase. The researcher hopes to inspire designers who

are similarly interested in building user experiences regarding a place or those

who are exploring new designs of blind boxes. Based on the values discovered in

the user tests and the limitations of this study, the directions for future works are

discussed in the last section.

First, for future designs that aim to elevate the indirect exchange between users

through artifacts, there is potential for innovation in terms of box contents and

expanding the user’s imagination about the individual with whom they indirectly

exchanged experiences. In the final user test, the research team presented a brief

description of the provider in the final design through the think sheet. The re-

ceiver gave this primary user portrait a great deal of positive feedback. Therefore,

it could be feasible to provide the user with a more concrete basis for their imag-

ination by enriching the user’s profile and including it in the box. It is important

to note that the rich contents of the user profile should secure the user’s personal

information to safeguard the privacy and maintain the proper social distance be-

tween the two sides.

Developing the provider’s experience by offering them a more in-depth review

could be a way to balance the value that provider and receiver gained, which is

crucial for the service’s sustainability. It is worthwhile to consider constructing a

receiver’s portrait and sending it to the provider. The current design enables the

receiver to be more involved in the service process than the provider because they

could experience four stages of the user experience and are able to gain MTEs at

home and on-site. On the contrary, the provider only takes part in the two stages

of the user’s experience. Therefore, delivering the receiver’s MTEs back to the

provider is the key to achieving the balance of the values that the two sides gained

from this service. As validated in the final user test, the receiver’s feedback could

be a vital resource that builds a valuable experience for the provider.

Second, a potential research direction for future studies adopting this design is

exploring the value of long-term user experience. Researchers could investigate

whether those users who have demonstrated a strong willingness to visit the secret

spot when receiving the box go to the site at a particular time in the future
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and complete the entire user experience. Identifying the determinants of users’

motivation for a visit would not only help refine the artifact design of this service

but also help the managers of destination promotions, product designers, or UX

designers who scheme leisure time experiences to obtain insightful opinions from

users.

Another possible research question is whether the on-site visitor develops a

strong emotional connection to the place as a result of the user’s experience.

Multiple visits are likely to foster the development of an emotional bond between

people and locations. The potential research method could involve following the

user over time to know if they revisit the secret spot or how they recall their

experience there some time after their initial visit. This contributes to the study

of the relationship between individuals and places by allowing the identification of

the key factors that lead users from knowing a place to developing an emotional

connection with it.

Last but not least, service designers could extend this design to the field of social

communication in the future, which was an inspiring perspective proposed by the

participants in this research. One possibility is to offer this service to members of

the same community to improve their connection. Compared to the exchange be-

tween strangers, the indirect interaction between community members was likely

to trigger the imagination of each other more. The provider’s shared experience

is like a puzzle, constructing the receiver’s understanding of the provider. The

receivers could enjoy the fun of linking their existing knowledge of the community

member with the shard stories.

In addition, a secret spot related to the community has the potential to bring

about empathy. This service could be utilized to trigger conversations or activities

such as going on-site with another member. Since community members share a

specific set of knowledge of their residence place, working place, or places related

to their interests, the secret spot is more likely to be a place that is accessible to

the majority of the members.

Overall, this study proposed a service design as an experimental attempt to

prompt the user’s MTEs with the secret spot through a blind box. It aimed

to enrich people’s leisure time activity by providing them a meaningful place to
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visit. It also contributed to the tourism field by proposing a sustainable method

that engages the tourists via sharing their memorable experiences related to the

destination. This paper describes the design process and evaluation results in an

effort to inspire future researchers. By deriving this design, additional values may

be proposed to users in the future.
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Appendices

A. Attributes used in the pairing algorithm

Category Attributes

Activity

Party

Picnic

Reading

Photography

Sightseeing

Exercising

Encountering adorable animals

Daydreaming

Painting

Enjoying delicious food

Working

Chatting

Sitting in the sun

Taking a walk

Meeting new people

Time duration
Leisurely, unhurriedly enjoy

Drop by a short visit

With whom

Alone

First date

Classmate or colleagues

Friends

Partner

Family
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Appendices A. Attributes used in the pairing algorithm

Atmosphere

Vibrant energy

Romance

Natural scenery

Grand sight

Peaceful place

Exotic

Local characteristics

Refreshing

Modern city
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

B. An example of the stories card set designed

for a secret spot

Figure B.1 A list of the box contents
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.2 A letter from the provider
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.3 A photo of the secret spot
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.4 Map and address
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.5 Think sheet: question
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Figure B.6 Think sheet: answer
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.7 Surrounding area
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.8 The review cards: a collection of the short feedback
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.9 The review cards: photo
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Appendices B. An example of the stories card set designed for a secret spot

Figure B.10 The review cards: note
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